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Visual education is neither a new subject nor a new method of
teaching. Visual instruction signifies the presentation of knovdedge
to be gained through some "seeing' experiences. It is a means to an end.
Its purpose is to provide for the enrichment of education and learning
through the maximum use of sight.
In recent years, the educational world has heard so much of vi-
sual education that it seems to be a new movement. It really is not
new, because visual education is as old as the eye itself. Models,
globes, maps, charts and graphs are of long standing. In addition to
these, the term visual instruction includes the use of other types of
aids; such as, field trips, flat pictures, stereographs, lantern slides,
opaque projections, still films, slides for microscopes, and motion
'"pictures. Ever since science has been instituted as a school subject,
the blackboard, the object and model, the experiment, and the demons-
tration have been part of the science curriculum.
The invention of photography, with its rapid progress and perfection
in the modem .world has given to educators a means of great possibili-
ties, where through visual experience, with very little loss in
accuracy and form, a student can be transported from one part of the
earth to another, from one historic period to another, and from one
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2In this field of photography the motion pictvire has great in-
fluence on our youth not only in schools, but today
••• is recognized as one of the most powerful factors in
the out-of-school education of both children and adults.
In a short space of forty years it has been, perhaps, a
greater influence in shaping the thoughts, ideas and
reactions of the average individual than any other device
.It exerts this influence because of the realistic
settings and situations it produces on the screen.l
Through experiments and research, tests and measurements, the






enterprise have been the subject of many books and papers — those
published before 1937 being analyzed and abstracted in the voliarae.
Motion Pictures in Education. 2 The great educational potentialities
of films connot be better expressed than by a quotation from a report
of the American Library Association.^
Films introduce a world we never saw, a life we never
lived, and people we never knew. They show glimpses of
beauty to be treasured and ugliness which men strive to
obliterate. They can speak directly to many who are not
accustomed to obtaining ideas from the printed page.
They ickly summarize a subject, raise an issue, or pose
a problem.
^ Harry C. McKovm and Alvin B. Roberts, iiudip Visual ^ids to Ins-
P» 146. New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940.
^Edgar Dale, Fannie Dunn, Charles Eoban, Jr., Etta Sclmeider,
York: H. V«, Wilson, Co., 1938,
'^Gerald D. McDonald, £cjLujpatj.pna2 Pi-cturejg an^
Chicago: American Library Association, 1942.
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They furnish a speedy method of communication to large groups
and provide them with a common experience. They provide a
visml imagery to be applied to the things that people read.
They clarify job techniques for the worker, picture the living
past for the historian, and extend the range of the eye for the
scientist. They have in them the power to open study on vital
problems, to plead the case for neglected humeuiity, to revita-
lize democracy, and to develop a more responsible citizenship.^
The gQieral science teacher finds that films have unusual values as
implements of education and provide a fine opportunity to clarify cer-
tain processes. V«Tien an object is too small or too large for the eye
to see, when it moves too fast or too slowly, when time and distance
stand in the way of perception, or when a process or series of motions
are explained in words with great difficulty, then the film is employed
to supplement the text.
The educational talking picture, especially constructed and used foi
teaching purposes, has proved itself. The results of many investigations
indicate the effectiveness of the motion picture as a tool of learning.
One of these investigations was conducted by Watkins^ to determine
whether or not boys and girls in a high school class can learn facts
of physics or general science as a result of using available films of
supposed educational value in these fields. This investigation was
carried on at the University of Missouri High School with a class in
^Ibid., p. vi.
^Ralph K, Walkins, "Learning Value of Some Motion Pictures in High
School Physics and General Science as an Illustration of a Simplified
Technique in Educational Experimentation,” Educational Screen, X (May,
1931), p. 135-137, 156-197.
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4physics and two classes in general science. vVatkins^ found the follow-
ing;
The pupils in the physics class used by Mr. Wood
gained from 28^ to 106^ on tests used, as a result of watching
moving pictures. Miss Parker’s general science pupils gained
on the average from 33^ to 146^.
rfr. V«atkin^ concludes
;
Undoubtedly these pupils learned something from watching
films on science topics. It seems probable that other pupils
would learn from watching v;^ell selected films on science topics.
’
"Z
Another study was carried on by C. C. Clark to determine the rela-
tive values of educational soimd and silent motion pictures and lecture
demonstrations as a means of conveying concrete scientific knowledge or
information to students of junior college level and of stimulating and
maintaining the interests of such students.
This study was carried on in the School of Commerce, Accoxmts, and
Finance of New York University.
The conclusions reached indicated very strongly that the education-
al film can stimulate and arouse student’s interest in the topic studied
and is very valuable in conveying specific information.
llbid., p. 137.
'^Ibid., p. 157.
^C. C. Clark, So\md Motion Pictures as an Aid in Teaching Science.
Dissertation for degree of Doctor of Philosophy, New York University.
Science Siucation, XVII (February, 1933), p. 17-23.
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5Rulon's^ experiment is perhapsthe most conclusive in showing that
the educational film is an effective aid in the teaching of science.
^ To conduct his experiment he attempted to match exactly three group*
of pupils with reference to every possible detail: such as, chronologi-
cal age, mental test scores, science information scored at the beginning
of the experiment, and scientific background. The teacher of each group
was rated as excellent. These three groups, meeting simultaneously,
were further alike in number enrolled, in the same number of minutes of
instruction a day, and in the same number of periods a week.
The C group studied selected topics in the textbook in the usual
manner; the X group studied these same topics in the textbook, but in
addition were shown the reel of film that supplemented it; and the Z
group neither studied the chosen general science topics nor saw the
films so as not to overlap the experimental material,
2
Rulon foimd that:
In terms of immediate student achievement our results
indicated that teaching techniques employing the motion picture
film was 20.5?^ more effective from the instructional standpoint
than was the usual \inaided presentation.
It is in the contribution to the permanence of learning from school
instniction that the motion pictxire makes its greatest contribution.
Much of the loss general ly following the completion of a unit can be
^Philip Justin Rulon, The §o^^ ¥2^425 •£12^2112 §ci§nce Teaching,
Harvard Studies in Education, Cambriage, Mass.: Harvard University
Press. 1933.
^Ibid., p. 98.
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6eliminated through the use of good instructional films highly correlated
v^ith other instructional materials. Rulon’s exp eriraent^ concluded that:
In terms of retention, the results of our experiments indi-
cate an even greater superiority for the film technique. Our
tests showed that the retained gain of, the Film. Group was Z8,b%
higher than that of the Control Group.
/ In 1940, Max C. McCowen^ carried on an experiment over a period
of thirteen weeks with two groups of students. The X group studied the
general science topics with films and the C group studied the topics
in general science without the supplementary aid of films.
The results of McCowen’s study showed that the X group improved
over the C group. He states that;
The purpose of educational films and slides is to give
the student clear perception of objects which are beyond his
immediate experience and which are necessary to extend his
knowledge of the physical world. They are designed to give basic
experiences which may be elaborated by means of language. This
experiment shows convincingly that they are effective means of
giving basic experience. When they are deliberately planned and
consciously used to serve this purpose they should make the
student better acquainted with the world in which he lives and
stimulate him. to better thinking.
Krasker,^ in his study of the critical analysis of the use of
educational motion pictures by two methods, compared the relative
efficiency in the use of films by the method without preparation with
^Ibid., p. 99.
^Max C. McCov/en, "A Controlled Experiment in Visual Education in
General Science,*’ Educational Screen, (April, 1940), p. 143-145, 172-
173.
3lbid., p. 173.
^Abraham Krasker, A Critical Analysis of the Use of the Educational
Motion Picture by Tv/o Methods, Dissertation for degree of Doctor of
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7the use of films by the method with preparation. In this study, the
following questions^ were raised:
1. How much do the pupils know about the subject matter
of the motion pictures before seeing the film?
2. What is the amount of learning resulting from the mere
showing of the films without preparation?
3. What is the amount of learning resulting from the mere
showing of the film a second time after preparing the class?
4. How does the resulting learning vary with the different
ability groups?
pThe following conclusions from this study were reached.
1. In every instance of this experiment, the same method-
ology produced a higher degree of mastery with the small or
classroom group.
2. The Pre-test results show the necessity of a consideration
of what pupils know relative to an instructional unit, previous
to the instructional period, if one wishes to measure the actual
amount of learning due to any one methodology.
3. The Educational motion picture proved to be an effective
instructional device for increasing factual learning.
4. The higher ability groups achieved the greatest scores
in the three steps of the instructional method; i.e., the higher
ability groups achieved the higher mean percent on the Pre-test,
First Showing and Second Showings Ihe middle intelligent groups
achieved a higher mean percent than the low ability groups on
the Pre-test, First Showing and Second Showing. The low ability
group in some instances gained a higher mean percent th'i'n either
of the other higher ability levels.
5. In all instances in this experiment, the amount of time
spent in Step Three of the instructional plan lidiich directed the
students* study of the film with directing questions brought
significant learning results.
From these studies, the fact seems indisputable that motion pictures
in the science classroom are advantageous and serve as a definite aid in
the learning process. Consequently, it is wise to use these aids to
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THE NEED FOR EVALUATION
The sixteen millimeter film has definitely been given a place in
education and has found particularly fruitful applications in general
science. More and more science films are becoming available. However
the mere availability of these films does not insure that they are
desirable for the classroom or that they are being used properly. Good
use depends upon a number of factors: availibility of appropriate mate-
rials, discriminative selection, teacher training, planning for use,
method of presentation, and means of evaluation. This study is parti-
cularly interested in the means of evaluation of the science films.
Finstad?- states that:
Each picture recfiires a specific evaluation in terms of
the purpose it is intended to serve; its contribution to learn-
ing, its effectiveness as a teaching aid, and its success in
attaining -the desired objectives. Especially is this true in
the case of science teaching.
Evaluation involves judgment of value. To say that a film is good
or bad is roughly evaluating it. Obviously, it is not enough to ask,
"Is this a good film for a science class?" The question must be
broadened to include the purpose for which the film is used, the
situation in which it is used, and the class that is to see it, A film
suited to teach magnetism to a small group in a classroom may be
Allan Finstad, "Evaluating the Motion Picture in Science Teaching,
The Nation^s Schools, Vol, 36 No. 5 (November, 1945) p, 52.
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9thoroughly inappropriate for a whole school in the auditorium. Such
a film as Farm Animals^ may be ridiculous to a high school group. The
film Birds of the Woodlands may be pertinent to familiarize the gene-
ral science class with the kinds of birds, but is inappropriate to teach
an advanced biology class the structure of birds. The question is not
whether the film is good, but good for what purpose, for lAdiom, and in
what phase of the curric\fLum. The eminent authority in the field of
3
visual aids, Edgar Dale, states:
If you know what you are looking for, you are much more
likely to find it. To get effective use of audio-visual materials,
you must have planned looking and listening. You must not only
know why you are looking and listening, but also what you are
looking at and listening for.
No teacher can accomplish this without knowing her materials and
using these materials effectively.
The first question to be raised then, according to Jensen,^ in the
selection of the moving picture for a particular subject is the impor-
tant criteria of validity. By validity is meant ”how well does the aid
C
we have selected do the task that we have set it to do.” How often
do we see the haphazard application of this criteria in the so-called
visual aid program in many schools. Having a projector, showing the
Farm Animals. Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., Chicago, Illinkis.
Coronet Instructional Films, Chicago, Illi^iois.
^Edgar Dale, Audio P* 490. New York:
The Dryden Press, 1946.
^Herbert Jensen, Standards of Visual Materials of Instruction, Edu-
cational Screen XIX (May, 1940) p. 198-199, 218.
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films once a week to all classes, whether they have covered the material
or not, without previous preparation, very often constitutes the use of
the motion picture in the classroom. Because the film has arrived
to climax a mit in the seventh grade general science class, the
eighth grade teacher uses it without any apparent pxirpose in mind
except that his classes might be interested in it.
If we recognize val idity as the most important criteria to be
established, of necessity there must be some specific method of eva-
luating the motion picture for a particular subject. The experiment
or demonstration is not just pushed into any part of the mit with the
hope that it will adjust itself to the work, but it is an integral part
of the course of study.
Thus the problem of evaluation becomes that of the general science
teacher as well as that of the director of visual aids. Before the
teacher can adequately select a film appropriate for a course of study,
there must be some specific criteria to use as a yardstick for selection
The importance of proper selection is recognized by authorities in
the field. However there are a nxamber of factors which contribute to
the dilemna of the educator who is conscientiously engaged in the task
of selecting films for his teaching program. The general science teach-
er faces a mass of material offered for school use, some of which is
positively more degrading to good teaching than useful to supplement or
enrich it. Film catalogues are numerous, but their descriptions of film i
are inadequate. Other general science teachers’ judgments have not
been compiled, hence are of no use to the selector. The only alterna-
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tive is to screen all material, good and bad, to determine the general
merit and possible application to the local curriculxm.
Brianstetter^ shows the importance of selection vdien he writes
that, ”the full potentialities of the medium depend on the careful
selection of instructional films for local learning situations, and
upon their skillful use in the classroom.”
2
Hollis points out that "the ideal prerequisite to classroom show-
ing is for the teacher to have the opportunity to see the film before
the children do so, so she can select the parts for emphasis or slight
treatment, and frame her questions and follow up work accordingly ”
In one system, reported the axithor, ”the teachers assemble at the
beginning of the school year, and once a month during the year, a de-
signated time is set aside to view the group of films distributed and
as the pictures are reeled off the teachers have the opportunity of
3
making any notes that they desire."
Deverexw^ states as follows:
If the sound films are to rend*^r rervice in the educa-
tional program of any community, their content, treatment, and
general quality must satisfy the requirements which operate in
a local system. The policy of purchasing only from a catalog
after a casual preview will tend to accumulate picture subjects
which may not be readily adjustible to local needs.
^M. R. Brunstetter, "Selecting Educational Motion Pictures," School
Executives Magazine, 54: (August, 1935). p. 364-365, 380.





^Frederick L. Devereux, The Educational Talking Picture, p. 42-50,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1933.
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Devereux also suggests that any advisory committee needs some
rating devise to select films objectively because he thinks that this is
a task that requires group judgment.
Charles Hoban^ has the following to say about the selection of
films
:
School films must fit into a curriculum; they must help
teach what the school has intended to teach The films that
are to serve the curriculum best should be made exclusively
for school use, geared into the interests and abilities of
children of different grades and closely correlated with
basic subjects and objectives of the school.
Based on the opinions of authorities it would so pear that educators
agree that proper evaluation is needed and that selection of films based
on certain criteria is an essential part of the teachers' duties.
SURVEY OF RESEARCH STUDIES
PERTAINING TO CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING A FILM
In compiling a set of criteria on general science films, the
writer has drawn upon the large amount of literature available. A31 of
the studies and information on this subject are equally gpplicable to
any type of film.
In formulating a set of criteria for evaluating a film, Devereux
suggests that the following standards be used:
1. Objectives. . .analyze the objectives in terns of their
validity whether they deal with the problems genuine to the
learner and whether they are acceptable for the grade for which
the picture was designed..
Charles F. Hoban, Focus on Learning, Washington, D. C.: American
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Content. .« should be adapted to the objectives, to
representative course of study, and to the medium itself.
All material of the picture must contribute to the attain-
ment of the objectives. ... .free from propaganda vinless it is
intended to present frankly a special point of view which
possesses educational value.
5. Development of content.
4. Technical audio-visual elements.
5. Contribution to other curriculum materials.
6. General effectiveness.
Similar standards were suggested by Dale^ in 1934. Following are
the standards he established;
1. Do the films harmonize with the objectives of the
school? No satisfactory purchase of fiDms can be made until
objectives have been carefully scrutinized. .. .The action mate-
rial presented should be relatively xmfamiliar to the child
and of such a nature that it cannot be taught more effectively
and economically by first hand contact with the object or event.
2. Is the film accurate?
3. Are the films satisfactory/- from a technical point of
view?
4. Will the films be satisfactorily understood by the
pupils?
5. The materials in a film should fit the abilities of
the pupils for whom it is intended. .. .One must carefully
scrutinize the titles or the vocabulary to see that they are
not beyond the abilities of the children using them. ...The
general organization of the film should be such that it tells
the essential story in simple, \mified coherent manner. No
matter vjhat type of sequence is used, the film should give
evidence of a unified floT^ of events or activities.
6. Will the total cost and the nximber of showings make
the film an investment?
7. Vyill the teacher use the film?
2
Bnanstetter covers points similar to Dale’s. They are:
Edgar Dale, ’’Standards for the Selection of Classroom Motion
Pictures,” Thirteenth Yearbook, 1934, The National Principals Bulletin
13: pg 344-348.
M. R. Brunstetter, ’’Selecting Educational Motion Pictures,”
School Executives Magazine; 54; (August, 1935). p. 364-365, 380.
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The content should relate directly to the course of study,
it should be presented in an interesting manner, and it should
be adapted to the child's level of comprehension, A com-
prehensive list of criteria will cover both the technical and
educational aspects of the instructional sound film. The ins-
tructional background ought to be revealed by criteria viiich
expresses current educational thought ... .Above all, any stand-
ards set up for the audio-visual medium should be thoroughly
tested by experience and classroom research. Approved stand-
ards arranged as an appraisal form and applied impartially,
will provide a rational basis for film selection.
Doane,^ in summarizing the findings of experimental studies of
Educational Motion Pictures, lists the folloAving as desirable charac-
teristics :
1, Correlation with and integration into the usual course
of study for the subject and grade intended. This is at
once the most important and most commonly ignored,
2, Provision for future activity; challenging future
thought
,
3. The best possible degree of technical perfection.
4. In general, limiting the length to one reel at the most.
From the literature, he fotxtid that the characteristics v/hich consti-
tute a good educational film are not backed by experiments but by
"subjective opinion of individuals who have given much study and thought
2
to the subject backed by practical experience and observation,"
3
Deal emphasizes the aspect of use in considering the selection of
teaching materials, not only of films but of all teaching aids. He
suggests the following as "guiding principles" in selecting teaching
materials;
Donald C, Doeine, '%Vhat Makes a Good Educational Film?" Educational
Scree;^, 15; (September, 1938). p. 203-206.
^Doeine, Donald C,
,
Ibid., (October, 1938). p. 239-241.
*Don Deal, "Criteria to be Used in Selection of Teaching Materials,'
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1. The materials should be selected for the sole purpose
of aiding in the achievement of the aims and objectives of the
course. Do not adjust the course to the materials.
2. The materials should be presented so that it encourages
the pupil activity or inspires it and not in such a way that it
will be looked upon by the pupils as merely entertainment.
3. Every item of material should be accompanied by a dis-
cussion of it.
4. Materials should be modern and they should be discarded
and replaced as frequently as it is necessary to keep them, in
conformity with changing times and conditions.
5. 'lYhen it is possible, materials should be selected that
require pupils to cooperate in working out problems.
6. Materials must be accurate and true to the actual
principles and conditions they aim to illustrate.
From the literatvire, it would sp pear that educators agree quite
strongly, since a number of them emphasize similar factors, on criteria
that should be consulted in selecting an educational film. Hence it
is not difficult to formiolate a score card for the evaluation of any
film in particular. Such points as technical quality, appropriateness,
accuracy, worth^whileness
,
effectiveness, and correlation with school
objectives can be part of the evaluation of any film.
j
In attempting to formulate a set of criteria for the effective i
selection of goieral science films, it is necessary to consider the
\
\
major goals of teaching science. A motion picture may be accurate,
it may be effective, its technical quality may be without flaws, it may
be up to date, it may even fit into the outmoded courses of study




SURi^Y CF RESEARCH STUDIES ON
PRINCIPLES, ATTITUDES, AND METHOD AS
OBJECTIVES OF INSTRUCTION IN SCIEi^CE TEACHING
As far back as 1920, the need for definite objectives in science
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teaching was recognized by educators. The report of the Science
j
Committee of the Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education^
was the first attempt in educational literature to set up large social
objectives for science teaching.
The next report of importance was prepared by a special committee
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and v/as
p
entitled ”0n the Place of Science in Education.’"^ It recognized a
growing awareness of the importance of the scientific method as an
objective of instruction.
In 1932, the Rational Society for the Study of Education issued
A Program for Teaching Science as Part I of its Thirty-First Yearbook.
For the first time a comprehensive program of science instruction in al]
grades was offered. The aims of science teaching are found in the
4
following quotation from the report:
The major generalizations and associated scientific attitudes
are seen as of such importance that understandings of them are
made objectives of science teaching. These statements are so
far-reaching in their implications that they may be said
to encompass the fields of science. They touch life in so
many ways that their attainment as educational objectives
constitutes a large part of the program for life enrichment
Commission on Reorganization of Secondary Education. Report of
Sub-committee on the Teaching of Science. U. S. Bulletin, No. 36.
Washington: Government Printing Office, (1920).
^American Association for the Advancement of Science. "Committee
Report on the Place of Science in Education," School Science ^d Ma-
thematics XXVIII (jxxne, 1928). See Science Education in ^erican
Schools^ Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education, Part I, Chicago, Illinois: The University of Chicago
Press^ 1947, p. 21.
fSr Thirty-First Yearbook of the Na-
tional Society for the Study of Education, Part I, Chicago: Distributed
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In the light of the foregoing it is proposed that the
curriculxjm in science for a program of general education he
organized about large objectives, that understanding and
enlargement of these objectives shall constitute the contri-
bution of science teaching to the ultimate aim of education,
and that the course of study be so organized that each
succeeding grade level shall present an increasingly enlarged
and increasingly matvire development of objectives.
From this quotation it is clear that the Committee proposes that
all science instruction should be organized about certain broad genera-
lizations or principles and that science teaching should develop the
understandings of major generalizations and scientific attitudes.
Another report on the purposes of science in secondary education
is in the volume sponsored by the Progressive Education Association.^
pAccording to this report, the student
... should be able to develop the understandings, skills,
and attitudes necessary for the maintenance of good physical
and mental health. He should be aided in developing a sense
of the growth and effectiveness of knowledge through study
of the major scientific ideas, their inflvience on thought
and conduct and on the conditions under which men live together,
and their bearings upon man’s conception of his place in the uni-
verse.
In 1947, The National Society for the Study of
3Education in -^erican Schools as Part I of
Yearbook. The need for this yearbook was justified
scientific progress which had been made in the last
portant new movanents in science education."
Progressive Education Association, Commission





§21222® ^j^22&ii22 12 4s®21222 §2^221® » Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part I, Chicago: University
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The yearbook^ also states
;
In science lies man’s hope for his continuous and pro-
gressive welfare. It is for this reason, fundamentally, that
science justifies, even demands, a prominent place in the school
program.
Before indicating the objectives in science teaching, the Committee
2formulated the following criteria;
1. The statement (of the objectives) should be practicable
for the classroom teacher.
2. The statonent of the objectives should be psychologically
sound.
3. The objectives should be possible of attainment under
reasonably favorable circumstances and to a measurable degree.
4. The selected objectives should be universal in a
democratic society.
5. Finally, the statanent of objectives and the explana-
torj'- context should indicate, directly or by clear implication,
the relationship of classroom activity to desired changes in hu-
man behavior.
In accordance with the criteria listed, the Committee proposes the
following types of objectives and later elaborates on their content.
These are: "functional information or facts; functional concepts; func
tional understandings of principles; instrumental skills; problem-solving
skills (elements of scientific method as the Committee later explains);
•2
attitudes; ep preciations and interests."
Authorities in the field of science recognize the need for major
goals in the teaching of science. Downing4 recognizes them as three
great changes which science has produced in the life of mankind in the










Elliot Rowland Downing, ^ ^2 Science,
p. 4-5. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1934.
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1. Science has given to mankind an \mder standing of many
laws and principles that state the unvarying sequence of events
in the world in which he lives, thus enabling him to gain skill
in use and control of his environment.
2. Science has in no small measure helped to change man
from a careless to a careful thinker — has taught him wha.t are
the elements and safeguards of scientific thinking,
3. Science has helped establish in man certain emotionali-
zed attitudes which before the scientific era were largely wanting
— a respect for and confidence in the scientific method; a
feeling of admiration for self-sacrificing devotion to the service
of their fellows and a feeling of wonder and awe for the vast-
ness and complexity of the universe in which we live; a realiza-
tion of lawfulness of nature and of man's moral obligation to
live in accordance with her laws.
In these Dovaiing has indicated the major goals that every science
teacher should impart to his students.
Dovfliing also states that if a pupil is to become ' ”a worthy member
of the home, he must understand the principles of heredity of home
sanitation, etc., and must be sufficiently skillful in thinking to
apply successfully such principles to the specific problems he must
2Davis conducted a study "to see which objectives of science
teaching will contribute to the general philosophy, 'Education is recog
nized as growth through problem-solving so that the individual will act
in such a way that he will make the greatest contribution to society
and at the same time receive the greatest personal satisfaction.'"
The Wisconsin Science Committee, consisting of six members with
Davis as chairman, "organized more than 350 teachers into 55 different
^Xbxd.
, D* 5.
Ira C, Davis, "Ivleasurement of Scientific Attitudes," Science Edu-
cation, XIX (October, 1935), p. 117-122, See Third Di^^_st of Jnyesti-
gations in the Teaching of_ Sc ien^ Francis D. Curtis. Philadelphia;
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groups.'*^ Siinmaries of reports of separate meetings of these groups
were sent at regular intervals to group leaders.
This committee found that:
The purpose of science is to develop the ability in the
individual to solve problems that confront him. To do this, he
will need (l) a scientific attitude, ( 2) a scientific method
of procedure, and (3) a fund of information which will make it

























REVmv OF RESEARCH STUDIES ON DEFINITIONS
OF SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES
21
Much research work has been conducted on scientific principles and
the importance of such principles to the teaching of science. Notable
research is being carried on independently by three schools, namely:
the University of Chicago j the investigation started by Elliot Downing,
now deceased; Columbia University, under the leadership of S. Ralph
Powers and Gerald S. Craigj and the University of Michigan, headed by
Francis D. Curtis. At New York University, under the leadership of
Charles J. Pieper and Martin L. Robertson, fxirther studies are being
conducted.
2
Martin also mentions a study conducted by Wilbur to determine the
scientific principles contained in textbooks of general science publish-
ed between 1924-1931. In this study the criteria for the determination
of a principle were formulated by six graduate students in a Seminar
on Problems in Teaching Science.
Hu. Edgar Martin, '*A Chronological Survey of Research Studies on
uiiver B. Y/ilbur, ”A Study of the Principles of Science Contained
in General Science Textbooks Published Since the Beginning of the Year
1924." Unpublished Iiiaster's Thesis, University of Michigan, 1931. See
W. Edgar Martin, "A Chronological Survey of Research Studies on Prin-
ciples as Objectives of Instruction in Science, "Science Education, XXIX
(February, 1945) p. 47.
among these studies is the one by Martin,^ where he states that further
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Martin'*’ lists the criteria used by Wilbur for the detennination of
a principle as follows:
A principle of science is a comprehensive generalization
which
Is stated positively and definitely.
Is true but with rare exceptions within the limi-
tations set up by the statement.
Clearly states or iraplies a dynamic process or
interaction.
Is dffinonstrable experimentally.
Is clearly not a part of a larger principle which
can be definitely stated.
Is not merely a definition or description.
Has wide application in the natural environment and
is not ruled out by any of the preceding criteria.
2
Downing, in his extensive analysis of writings dealing with scien;
fic principles and their applications states thus:
Scientific facts, unless organized to demonstrate or elu-
cidate principles, are relatively useless. They do not function
in problem solving; they are soon forgotten. In so far as they
(textbooks) do deal with principles, the ones presented are
often not those of most importance in solving the problems
that arise in the life of the average person.
Among the research studies on sciaitific principles as one of the
major objectives in science teaching, those of the three following
investigators are outstanding:
2Robertson, in 1934, conducted an investigation of ten studies
dealing with scientific principles. From these sources he selected
llartin, op. cit., p. 46.
gDo'wning, Elliot Rowland, op. cit., p. 37-51.
*^Martin L. Robertson, A Basis for the Selection of Course Content
in Elementary Science, Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University
of Michigan, 1934, See Third Digest of Investigations in the Teaching
of Science by Francis D. Curtis. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston ’ s”Son ajid
Co.”'lnc77 1939, p. 3-19.
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major and minor principles. The selection of principles was based on
the following criteria:
To be a principle, a statement:
Must be acomprehensive generalization.
It must be true without exception within the limitations
specifically stated.
It must be a clear statement of a process or an interaction.
It must be capable of illustration so as to gain conviction.
It must not be a part of a larger principle.
It must not be a definition.
It must not deal vri.th specific substance or variety, or
with a limited group of substances or species.
These principles were then submitted to twenty supervisors and
professors of the teaching of elementary science. From their rating,
the list was reduced to 113 principles suitable for teaching in Grades
I to VI inclusive. Robertson^ slso found that ’’There is a wide range
of opinion among the elementary science experts with respect to the
suitability of various principles.”
2
Vilise in 1941 carried on an investigation to determine those prin-
ciples of physical science which are most important for general educa-
tion. The criteria vdiich he used in this investigation were similar to
those employed by Robertson. Of the final defensible list of 272 prin-
ciples of physical science, 264 were arranged in order of relative im-




Harold E. Viiise, A Determination of the Relative Importance of Prin-
ciples of Physical Science for General Education. Unpublished Doctor’s
dissertation. University of Michigan, 1941. See Science Educ.at^oa.» XXV
(December, 1941), 371-9j XXVI (January, 1942), 8-r?*" (February,
1943), 36-40; XXVII ( September-October
,
1943), 67-76.
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" The criteria used by Wise are;
A principle is defined in terms of four criteria;
A. To be a principle, a statement must be a comprehensive
generalization describing some fundamental process, constant mode
of behavior, or property relating to natural phenomena.
B. It must be true without exception within limitations
specifically stated.
C. It must be capable of illustration.
D. It must not be a definition.
In 1944, Martin^ conducted an investigation closely parelleling
the work done by Wise. Martin, however, determined the principles of
biological science of importance for general education. Martin's cri-
teria are as follows;
1. It must be a comprehensive generalization which resumes
the widest possible range of facts within the domain of facts
with -vdiich it is directly concerned. The facts resumed in the
generalization must denote;
a. Objects and or events and the relations between
them,
b. Properties.
2. It must be scientifically true. To satisfy this criterion;
a. It must be verifiable; i.e., it must be stated
so that it suggests, directly or indirectly, a definite
observation or experiment \vhereby its truth value can be
tested or verified.
b. It must be consistent with the body of accepted
scientific knov/ledge, and except for a few limiting
or singular exceptions, with all the data (facts) relevant
to it.
'N. Edgar Martin, "A Determination of the Principles of the Biolo-
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Jones^ in 1946 analyzed seven ninth grade general science textbooks
for scientific principles which had been printed after the publication
of the Thirty-First Yearbook. She wished to determine whether or not
the ivriters conformed to the policies advocated by the Yearbook Committei .
In -the list of 146 principles selected for the study, Jones concluded
there was little or no agreement as to the scientific principles to be
taught at the ninth grade level,
2
The criteria used by Jones were as follows:
A principle of science is a comprehensive generalization
which
Is stated definitely, not inferred.
Is true but with rare exceptions within the limitations
set by the statement.
Is a clear statement of a dynamic process or of an
interacti on.
Is not merely a definition or a description.
Is demonstrable experimentally.
Does not deal with specific substances or varieties.
Has meaning outside the context.
3
In 1947, Leonelli paralled Jones’s investigation by analyzing the
principles found in the textbooks for the eighth grade. This study
revealed that "even "though one hundred and eighty six different prin-
ciples were found in the eight books of general science analyzed, many
of "these principles were only implied, not stated definitely as prin-
ciples.
^Ruth V, Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science Found in Ninth-
Grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Uni-




^Renato E. Leonelli, Principles of Physical and Biological Science
Found in Eight Textbooks of General Science for Grade Eight, Ikipublished
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Further study revealed that there is
... a lack of agreement among authors as to how many and
which principles should be incorporated in the textbooks of
general science for the eighth grade level. This is not in
agreement with the objectives of the Thirty-First Yearbook.
2Leonelli used the following criteria in his study;
To be a principle at the eighth grade level of comprehension, a
statement
;
1. Must be a comprehensive general ization or a part of
a comprehensive generalization.
2. Must be true without exception within the limitation
specifically stated.
3. Must not be a definition.
4. Must be demonstrable experimentally.
5. Must be stated definitely and or may be implied in the
writings of the author.
6. Must not deal with specific substances.
3
In his study Keeslar states that to be considered a scientific
principle, a statement;
1. Must be a generalization.
Must be a clear statement of a process or interaction.
Must be capable of illustration so as to gain conviction.
Must not be a definition.
Must not deal with a specific substance or variety, or
with a limited group of substances or species.
With these criteria in mind for a principle, Keeslar conducted an
investigation of films at the senior high school level, to see if the








Oreon Keeslar, "Contributions of Instructional Films to the Teach-
ing of High School Science," Science Education, XXK (March, 1946),
p. 82—88.
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The results of Keeslar’s study^ with respect to principles is as
follows
:
'When the six films of the inspirational type, in which the
theme or subject-matter tended to preclude the possibility of
developing understandings of scientific principles, were disregard-
ed, it was found that sixteen of the remaining eighteen films
went beyond the mere presentation of scientific information.
In addition to fiirnishing mere facts, these films sttmmed up the
facts with generalizations which met the criteria for a scientific
principle. These generalizations occurred in frequencies ranging
from one to thirteen, averaging about five and one-third principles
per film.
Thus several investigators have arrived at criteria for identifying
and selecting scientific principles. An examination of the preceding
lists of criteria reveal substantial agreement as to what constitutes a
principle,
REVIEV/ OF RESEAFCE STUDIES ON If'^EAT CONSTITUTES TIE
SCIENTIFIC METHOD
Many investigators have considered the scientific method of think-
ing and the scientific attitude as important outcomes of teaching
science, hence they have attempted to define these two terms in more
concrete statements.
Noll^ states that;
The greatest contribution science has to make lies in its
influence on the thinking of man, not in what it does to make
him more comfortable. If the influence of science on human
thought is the greatest contribution then methods of thinking
as well as oiir material world must change.
^Ibid., p. 134.
'^Victor H. Noll, Teach^^ Science in the Elementary and Secondary
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The scientific method has long been looked upon as effective in
the solution of problems of a non-scientific nature. That this is not
a new desirable outcome of teaching science is shown by the fact that
meiny textbooks published earlier stated such a piirpose in the preface
of their books. However there is little evidence that such a goal has
been achieved in the teaching of science in the past.
1Dovming conducted an investigation to see if pupils acquire skill
in scientific thinking as a by-product of the study of science." The
investigator then administered his Test of Scientific Thinking to about
2500 pupils from the eighth to the twelfth grades, inclusive. This
ptest was given at midyear in the science classes. The conclusions
reached from this investigation were:
1...... there is no evidence in the data given, .. .that high
school pupils acquire skill in scientific thinking as a ne-
cessary by-product of the study of science subjects as at
present taught.
2
it would appear from these results that ability to
think scientifically is a complex of a number of component
abilities and that these develop at varying rates and different-
ly in different combinations. YJhat the factors are that cause
these differences the present study does not reveal.
3
general intelligence as expressed by I.Q. is
something qi ite different from the ability to handle either
the elements or safeguards of scientific thinking (if these
exercises test such abilities) and. ... /skill in the use of the
elements of scientific thinking is not related to an awareness
of the necessary safeguards, at least among the high school
pupils in science class."
Elliot R. Downing, "Does Science Teach Scientific Thinking?"
Science Education, XVII (April 1, 1933) p. 87-97. See Third Digest of
Investigations in the Teaching of Science by Francis Curtis. Philadel-
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The probable reason for this, is that many teachers do not realize
that problem-solving abilities must be taught for as deliberately as are
the mastery of facts and principles. Heiss^ suggests that ’’problem-
solving abilities as major outcomes for science teaching can be
achieved only when they are sought as desired behavior changes in
students and -vdien learning activities in the classroom are so set that
the students are given recurrent training in the elements involved,"
2Keeslar’s study concluded the following in respect to films
providing opportunities for teaching elements of scientific nrethod
:
No evidence was discovered which indicated the producers
of the films had been aware that the method of inquiry is
a vital aspect of science. The motion pictures of the
informational -expository type were invariably replete with
scientific facts, but deficient in exposition of the method
used to discover these facts,
3
The Committee that prepared the Forty-Sixth Yearbook took the
position that:
a. It is possible to train pupils in scientific tech-
niques of problem solving.
b. The success of such training is increased as the
objectives are specifically defined and as they are definitely
made purposes in instruction.
c. Problem-solving skills should be developed wherever and
whenever the situation seems appropriate.
^Elwood Heiss, Ellsworth Oboiarn, C. Wesley Hoffman, Modern Methods




(April, 1946) p. 135.
"^Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part I. A Program for Teaching Science, p. 32-33. Chicago:
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Something more is needed besides imparting skill in scientific
thinking and setting excellent models before pupils. A skill is best
achieved, according to Dooming, by "being made aware of the elements
involved in the skill and by becoming conscious of the pitfalls into
which one is most likely to fall and by persistent and intelligent
pract^'ce,”^ WTith this thought in mind Downing developed the following
table :
^





a. Must be accizrate
b. Must be extensive
c. Must be done under a
variety of conditions
d. The essential element
in a problematic si-










g. A wide range of ex-
perience is necessary
'




j. Only one variable is
permitted
Verification by inference and experiment i.
Reasoning by
1. Method of agreement
Elliot R. Downing, Aq ^2 I®22l^i5£ 2? §2!®522»
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2. Method of difference
3. Method of residues
4. Method of concomitant
5. Joint method of agreement and
difference
Judgment
k. Data must be cogently
arranged
l. Judgment must be
passed on the adequacj^
of the data
m. Judgment must be
passed on the perti-
nence of the data
n. Must be unprejudiced
o. Must be impersonal
p. Must be suspended if
data inadequate
Another list of the elements of scientific method was prepared by
Oreon Keeslar^ and he defines the necessary steps involved in the
scientific method as follows;
1. Sensing a problem and deciding to try to find the
ansviTer to it.
2. Defining the problem.
3. Studying the situation for all facts and clues bearing
upon the problem.
4. Making the best tentative explanations or hypotheses
as to the possible solution of the problem.
5. Selecting the most likely hypothesis.
6. Inventing and carefully planning one or more experiments
to test the hypothesis, isolating the experimental factor
wherever possible by using a control.
7. Testing the hypothesis by carrying out the experiment
with great care and accuracy.
8. Running check experiments involving the same experiment-
al factor to verify the results secured in the original experi-
ment.
9. Drawing a conclusion.
10.
Making inferences based on this conclusion when facing
new situations in which the same factors are operating.
^Oreon Keeslar, "The Elements of Scientific Method,” Science
Education, XXIX (December, 1945), p. 275.
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About fifty experts in the field of science combined their opinions
to vn*ite the above list. As far as is known, this is the only list that
is based on the opinion of more than one man.
According to Caldwell and Curtis,^ the elements of scientific method
are
:
1. Locating the problem for study.
2. Inventing and carefully planning experiments and in-
vestigations to solve problems.
3. Using controls, that is, performing along with the
original experiment part or al 1 of it in a vra.y that is different,
in only one respect.
4. Isolating the experimental factor, that is, making
certain that there is only one factor or condition different
in the original experiment and the control experiment.
5. Making careful observations.
6. Making check experiments, that is, repeating the same
experiment or observations, or performing or making new ones,
in order to be sure that the results obtained from earlier
experiments and observations are correct.
7. Making inferences (or conclusions) hypotheses, or
generalizations from given facts, that is, making the best
possible explanation or prophecy one can from the facts known.
8. Studying conditions or experiments described in order
to detect any errors or defects that may be in them.
9. Evaluating procedures, data, (facts obtained) and con-
clusions, that is, judging the values of each of these parts
of the experiment.
The lists and descriptions of the elements of scientific thinking
are nvcnerous, but all of them agree fairly well on the essential steps
involved. This agreement can be observed from the lists that have been
cited.
Otis VL Caldwell and Francis D. Curtis, Everyday Science p. 61,
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1946.
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RESEARCH STUDIES ON \VHAT CONSTITUTES THE
SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDE
Recent thinking in the field of major objectives of science
teaching realizes that scientific attitudes will not develop concomitant*
ly with the content of science courses. Indications are that they too
must be taught, just as are principles and facts.
"From the point of view of all thinking persons, the scientific
attitude is of great importance in the proper interpretation of scien-
tific knowledge and method, as well as of much that goes on in our daily
lives," declares Noll.^
Noll attempted to find the habits that constitute the scientific
attitude. The habits he indicated as the basis for the scientific atti-
tude were inferred from persons who were supposed to have the scientific
attitude. In addition, Noll found descriptions of this type of behavior
2
in such writings as Karl Pearson’s "The Grammar of Science" and other
v/orks. From his analysis of the available literat\n*e and from his ob-
servations, he concluded that the scientific attitude probably includes
the following habits;
1. Accuracy in all operations including calculation, ob-
servation and report.
2. Intellectual honesty - It involves the habit of submerg-
ing personal bias, prejudice, and the habit of admitting being
in the wrong v.hen proved so.
^Victor H. Noll, Teaching Science in the Elementary and Secondary
Schools, p. 23. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1939.
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3. Open-mindedness. It involves a willingness to consider
new data, new facts, and an vinwillingness to accept a solution
as final and ultimate.
4. Habit of looking for natural causes may also be defined
as conviction of universal operation of the law of cause and
effect. All our vast store of superstitions, or vinfounded
beliefs, is evidence on the point.
5. Habit of suspended judgment - of waiting until all
available facts are in before drawing a conclusion, or of
qualifying the conclusions drawn in accordance with the facts
available and those missing - would seem to be a certain prere-
quisite of a scientific attitude.
6. Habit of criticism - It involves not only the ability
to criticize others but particularly the ability and willingness
to criticize oneself.
Crowell's^ study also dealt with the scientific attitude. Through
the analysis of a large amount of literature, he compiled a list of
twenty-nine attitudes and tvrenty-five skills considered essential to the
scientific method. These were incorporated into one check-list and
submitted to one hundred twenty-tv/o experts to be evaluated as to their
importance. Six of the attitudes were deemed as most important by
ninety percent of the experts. These were;
Willingness to change opinion on basis of evidence (92^)
Search for the whole truth regardless of personal,
religious and social prejudice. (89^)
Concept of cause and effect relationship ( 86%)
Habit of basing judgment on fact ( 85%)
Power and ability to distinguish between fact and theory ( 82%)
Freedom from superstitious beliefs (81?^)
^Victor L. Crowell, Jr., The Scientific Method: Attitudes and Skills
j
Essential to the Scientific Method, and their Treatment in General Science
and Elementary Biology Textbooks. Doctor of Education Thesis, Rutgers
University, 1936. See Victor H. Noll, Teaching of Science in Elementary
j
and Seconda^ York; Longmans, Green & Co., 1939. p. 27,
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It is clearly observed that these six attitudes are almost the
duplicate of Noll’s list of habits.
The Scientific Attitudes, as such, were used in Keeslar’s study of
|
films. The results^ of his investigations show the following evidence;
[
In no instance was an attitude definitely indicated as
being scientific or unscientific. Hence the awareness of the i
scientific attitudes depicted dramatically upon the screen
probably reached the viewer’s consciousness only in vague
|
formlessness of emotional stimulation, rather than in the i
form of clear verbalized ideas.
Several lists of scientific attitudes have speared in the
literature of this field. Perhaps \anique among all of them is the one
prepared by a Committee of Teachers at John Burroughs School, Clayton,
2
Mo. The attitudes are not listed separately but are classified under
the various steps or problem solving.
1. Interest in the problem.
a. An active and intelligent curiosity.
b. Sensitivity to problem situations.
c. The disposition to note dissimilarities as well
as similarities.
2. Collecting evidence.
a. Freedom from superstition and unfounded beliefs.
3. Setting tentative hypotheses on a problem.
a. Easing judgment only on facts, recognizing that the
relative truth changes as knowledge is extended.
b. Intelligent skepticism of data and authority.
4. Testing tentative hypotheses.
a. Vi'illingness to modify his hypotheses upon the bases
of newly discovered, reliable evidence.
1. Open-mindedness.
2. Tolerance.
3. Intellectual caution. *
b. Developing confidence in one’s own ability to approach
a problem, effectively.
^Oreon P. Keeslar, "Contributions of Instructional Films to High
School Science," Science Education XXX (April, 1946) p. 135.
^Elv^’ood Heiss~”EIswor^H“CBourn, C. i.esley Hoffman, Modern Method and
Lalscials far Isacbiog ScifiUCfi, p. 57-58. ITew York; The”r!acmiIIan
Company, 1940.
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5. Drawing conclusions and generalizing.
a. Developing confidence in one’s ovm ability to
approach a problem effectively.
6. Application of principles to new situations.
a. Eagerness to discover and learn methods of work
more efficient than one's own.
Curtis^ has perhaps carried on the most intensive research in the
analysis of the scientific attitude. To secure as complete a list as
possible Curtis made an analysis of such books as Pearson's "A Grammar '
I
of Science" which was also analyzed by Noll, Deviey's "How VSe Think",
Kramer's "The Method of DarvoLn" and others dealing with the philosophic
phases of scientific thought. The search revealed a considerable number
which were then submitted to fifty high school and fifty college and
university teachers of science. The final revised outline of the scien-
2tific attitudes is as follows:
1. Conviction of universal basic cause and effect relations,
rendering untenable.
a. Superstitious beliefs in general, as "signs" of
good or bad luck, and charms.
b. "Unexplainable mysteries.
"
c. "Beats all attitude," commonly revealed by
a. Too ready credulity
b. Tendency to magnify the importance of coin-
cidence.
2. Sensitive curiosity concerning reasons for happenings,
coupled vd.th ideals of:
a. Careful and accurate observation, or of equally care-
ful and accurate use of pertinent data previously
collected by others;
b. Of patient collecting of data;
Francis D. Curtis, "A Determination of the Scientific Attitudes"
Dissertation for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Contributions to
Education, No. 163. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1924, p. 41-49. See Third Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of
Science by Francis Curtis. Philadelphia: P. Elaklston's Son and’"Co.”
inc., 1939, p. 267.
^Ibid.
, p, 267.
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c. Of persistence in the search for adequate
explanati on.
3. Habit of delayed response, holding viev;s tentatively for
suitable reflection varying with matter in hand,
a. To permit adequate consideration of possible
options
;
b. To permit a conscious plan of attack, clearly
looking forv/ard to a prediction of the probable
outcome on solution.




5. Respect for another's point of vievf, an open-mindedness, a
willingness to be convinced by evidence.
Thus, upon comparing the lists of scientific attitudes compiled by
authorities in the field, much similarity is observed.
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SUMIvIARY OF RESKAiiCH STUDIES
The indispensable use of motion pictures in the classroom is now
established. Notable among the investigations that indicate the advan-
tage of the motion picture are those conducted by Yiiatkins
,
Clark and
Rulon. Rulon has also proved in his study that the motion picture makes
its greatest contribution in pennanence of learning.
Authorities in the field of visual education have realized the need
for evaluation of films before they are shown in- the classroom. liVhile
Devereux, Dale and Erunstetter have established criteria for the general
evaluation of films, there have been no criteria set up for a film in a
particular field such as general science.
To formulate a set of criteria against which general science films
should be judged, it is necessary to consider the major objectives of
science teaching. The Thirty-First Yearbook prepared by a Comr.iittee of
the National Society for the Study of Education and the Forty-Sixth
Yearbook of the same organization have established the teaching of
scientific principles, scientific attitudes, and the scientific method
of thinking as the three major goals in science teaching.
Wise, Martin and Robertson have made important contributions by
stating definite scientific principles in physical science, biology and
elementary science. Jones and Leonelli carried on investigations of
principles at the ninth and eighth grade level. From these studies,
criteria of a principle in science have now reached a set pattern.
-r
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. Dovming, Heiss, and many other authorities have listed the element
of scientific method to be taught in general science if the problems
of either a scientific nature or of daily life are to be solved. These
problem-solving abilities should be taught as deliberately as are facts
and principles.
Keeslar's study found that each film averaged five and one-third
principles per film and that these generalizations occurred in
frequencies ranging from one to thirteen.
With respect to the elements of scientific method and the
scientific attitudes, Keeslar reported that no film makes the effort
to teach either of these two major objectives of science teaching.
In general, there has been much work done in the field of attempting
to measure the presence or absence of scientific attitudes. The result
of Curtis’s study is probably the most intensive work on the scientific
attitude. Now the problem is to devise methods of inculcating these
attitudes. Surely the motion picture offers one effective way of
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THE PROBLEM OF THIS IirVESTIGATION
This investigation is an attempt to evaluate general science
films at the Junior high school level. The criteria on v/hich this
analysis is based are the major goals of science teaching as determined
by earlier investigators.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLE^i
The problem of this investigation is to analyze some sixteen-
millimeter films for general science at the Junior high school level
in terms of scientific principles, scientific attitudes, and scientific
method.
SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THIS INVESTIGATION
This investigation is limited to an analysis of thirty-six
sixteen-millimeter films designated as suitable for the Junior high
school level.
The films were selected from a well-established film library
and constitute a cross-section of the films available for the
Jxinior high school course of study in science.
The films will be Judged in terms of the major goals of science
teaching as established by earlier investigators and not in terms of
technical qualities.
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RESTATEIiIENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this research is to evaluate existing motion pic-




Educators agree that the textbook is perhaps the most frequently-
used instrument by teachers and pupils in the educational world today.
The Co-jmnittee of the Thirtieth Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Educati on^ state
;
There is a general impression that the textbook very
largely dominates classroom instruction in American schools
It is the textbook that in thousands of classrooms deter-
mines the content of instruction as vj-ell as the teaching
procedure.
Many analyses and theses have been written regarding the influence
2
of the textbook. Hopkins says;
^The Textbook in ^eric^ Thirtieth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II, p. 1-7. Blooming-
ton, ^llinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1931.
L. Thomas Hopkins, QliCCiSWlulB PciiQSi$l§S aod £casti2S5» P* 564.
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For the past hvindred years, the textbook has been the
most important single tool which the teacher has used in her
work. It has defined for her the meaning of education, methods
to be used, and the outcomes to be expected.
In general science, an investigation conducted by Charles C. Graham
has revealed that "the general science teachers, to a very large extent,
depend upon the textbook for the content of their course.
"
Consequently, a study has been made in this paper of the various
anal3rses of general science textbooks to discover the topics most
generally taught in this field. A number of such analyses has been
2
conducted during the past two decades. As early as 1921, V«ebb
analyzed general science textbooks to determine the distribution of
subject matter among the major sciences. He worked out the relative
number and importance of the topics composing these major sciences.
These sciences ranked as follows;
(l) physics, (2) physiography, (3) biology, (4) physiology-
hygiene, (5) chemistry, (6) household arts and sciences, (7)
astronomy, and (8) miscellaneous.
Klopp'^ in 1927, analyzed nine textbooks in general science. The
various sciences, according to the amount of space devoted to each,
ranked in the following order:
Charles C. Graham, "Some Data Pertinent to Textbooks of General
Science," Science Education Vol. 25, No. 1 (January 1941), p. 38.
'^Eonor A. Webb, General Science Instruction in the Grades, Part I,
p. 1-40. Nashville, Tennessee; George Peabody College for Teachers,
1921.^ See Graham, Ibid., p. 59.
L. Klopp, "A Study of the Offerings of General Science Texts"
General Science Quarterly, (May, 1927) p. 236-246. See Graham Ibid.,
p. 40.
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(1) physics, (2) biology, (3) physical geography, (4)
physiology, (5) chemistry and (6) astronomy.
Among the conclusions reached is the *fact that the textbook writers
did not agree on the type and amount of content.
In 1931, Davis* s'' investigation found that our leading textbooks
in general science agree on subject matter. Ee used the following
topics in his analysis:
(l) air, (2) water, (3) heat, (4) weather and climate,
(5) light, (6) sound, (7) magnetism and electricity, (8)
energy and machines, (9) solar system, (lO) rocks and soils,
(11) plants, (12) animals, (13) human body, (14) foods,
(15) clothing.
2Simmons' work covered twelve general science textbooks. The con-
tent of these four books was divided into sixteen major topics or units
.
These units, ranked according to the amount of space devoted to them,
are as follows:
(1) health, (2) v/^ater, (3) machines, (4) heat, (5) planets,
(6) weather, (7) electricity, (8) plant life, (9) air, (lO)
soils, (11) light, (12) animal life, (13) energy, (14) sound,
(15) matter, and (16) forces of nature.
In his study, Charles C. Graham used the following nineteen
units in the analysis of eight general science textbooks:
Ira C. Davis, "Analysis of Subject Matter in the Eight Most
Widely Used Textbooks in General Science." School Science ^d Mathe-
mtics 31 (June, 1931) p. 701-714.
^laitland P. Simmons, "Changing Conceptions of Major Topics in
General Science Textbooks". Journal of Educational Research 31 (Novem-
ber, ^937) p. 199-204. See Graham, Ibid., p. 41.
"^Graham, op. cit. (February, 1941) p. 65-68.
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(l) air, (2) astronomy, (S) clothing, (4) comiaunication,
(5) crust of the earth, (6) electricity, (7) environment,
(8) fire and its protection, (9) foods, (lO) health, (ll) heat,
(12) light, (13) living things, (14) machines, (15) matter and
energy, (16) sound, (17) transportation, (18) water, and (19)
weather and climate.
From his analysis, Graham concluded that authors of te:cbbooks are
more generally agreed concerning the units to be treated and that
there is a general xmiformity of space devoted to the major sciaice
topics among textbooks.
Leonelli,^ in his investigation to determine the principles of
physical and biological science found in eight textbooks of general
science for grade eight, placed the principles voider the following
topics:
(l) astronomy, (2) sound, (3) light, (4) matter, energy
and simple machines, (5) weather and climate, (6) magnetism
and electricity, (7) earth's surface and changes, (8) fire and
heat, (9) fluids, (lO) plants and animals, and (ll) miscella-
neous.
2
Jones's investigation, similar to Leonelli's, found that the
principles of the textbooks at the ninth grade level fall under these
topics
:
(1) air and other gases, (2) astronomy, (3) earth's surface,
(4) fire and heat, (5) light, (6) living things, (7) magnetism
and electricity, (8) matter and energy, (9) sound, (10) water
and other liquids and, (ll) weather and climate.
Renato E. Leonelli, Principles of Physical and Biological Science
Found in Eight Textbooks of General Science for Grade Eight, Unpublish-
ed Masters' Thesis, Boston University, 1947.
^Ruth V. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science Fovind in
Ninth Grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpublished Masters' Thesis,
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Upon suinmarizing the above studies, the investigator has con-
cluded that the following basic topics form a standard for a general
science course at the junior high school level. The topics fell
generally under the following headings;
(l) astronomy, (2) air and other gases, (5) earth's
surface and changes, (4) fire and heat, (5) light, (6) living
things, (7) magnetism and electricity, (8) matter, energy and
simple machines, (9) sound, (lO) water and other liquids, (11)
weather and climate, and (12) health.
Selection of Films for Analysis.
Having established in Chapter I the recognized part that motion
pictures play in a science course at the junior high school level and th<
basic topics as a standard for such a course, the investigator was now
ready to select films that would meet these requirements. Since the
home of the reviewer was in Rhode Island, the nearest large city in
which this work covild be carried on was Providence, Rhode Island. The
school department of this city has maintained a Visual Aids Department
for the past eighteen years under the direction of Mr. Henry E. Childs.
The large variety of science films that are part of the present
library has been shown to thousands of yovingsters. The films have been
selected to fit the curriculum at various grade levels.
If the films proved unsatisfactory and unprofitable after a number
of showings in the schools, they were withdrav/n and discardd-^ from the
permanent files, so that the final residue of films contain only those
that have proven satisfactory.
From this group of films the investigator chose three films for
each of the topics listed above, except for the topic Soxmd, which has
two films.
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Two experts in the field of science teaching. Dr. Miles, under
2
v;hose direction this study was first begun, and Dr. Read agreed on
the investigator’s random choice of three film.s for each topic. It
was decided that the analysis of ap proximately thirty-six film.s provided
an adequate basis of comparison. Following is the list of films
selected for this study together v/ith an assigned number by which each
film, is hereafter identified;
Astronomy
1. Earth in Motion Encyclopedia Britannica Films'^
2. Exploring the Universe Encyclopedia Britannica Films
3. Solar Family Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Air and Other Gases
4. Atmosphere and Its Circulation
5. Atmospheric Pressvu“e
6. Compressed Air













10. Fuels and Heat
11. Distributing Heat Energy





13. Behavior of Light
14. Light TfVaves and Their Uses




Vaden W. Miles, former Assistant Professor of the Teaching of
Science, Boston University.
John Read, Associate Professor of Science Education, Boston Uni-
versity.
^Encyclopedia Britannica Films (formerly Erpi) Chicago, Illinois.
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Living Things - Plant and Animal
'•16. Beneath Our Feet
17. Life of Plants
IS. House Fly
-^19. Roots of Plants
Magnetism and Electricity
20. Electrodynamics
21. Story of Electricity
22. Reddy-I'iade Magic
Matter, Energy and Simple Machines
23. Energy and Its Transformation Encyclopedia Britannica Films
24. Simple Machines Encyclopedia Britannica Films
25. Molecular Theory of Matter Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Teaching Film Custodians







26. Fundamentals of Acoustics Encyclopedia Britannica Films
27. Sound V»’aves and Their Sources Encyclopedia Britannica Films
liVater and Other Liqi ids
28. Ground Vvater
- 29. Purifying Water
30. Water Cycle
Weather and Climate




>^•34. Digestion of Foods
''35. Eyes and Their Care










Criteria for a Principle in the Science Film
Upon examination of various studies and investigations, it can
he seen that the criteria upon which is based the determination of a
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tprinciple have now reached an almost set pattern. The criteria arrived
at in this investigation are based upon those established by earlier
inve stigat or s
.
From these studies, the criteria of a principle was determined
and adopted in this analysis of motion pictures.
To be considered a principle, a statement
1.
Must be a comprehensive generalization.
2. Must be true vrithout exception v/ithin the limitations
specifically stated.
3. Must be capable of illustration.
4. Must not be a definition.
5. Must be stated definitely and / or may be implied in the
writing of the author.
6. Must not deal with specific substances.
In general, the above criteria are in accordance with those establi
ed by Martin,^ Robertson,^ Wise,^ Jones, and Leonelli.^
! h-
1
IV. Edgar Martin, A Determination of the Principles of the Biolo-




^Martin L. Robertson, A Basis for the Selection of Course Content
in Elementary Science. Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. University of
Michigan, 1934. See Third Digest of I^yestigations in the Teaching of
Science by Francis D. Curtis. Philadelphia; ?. Blakiston’s Son and Co.,
Inc., 1939, p. 3-19.
"^Harold E. Wise, A Determination of the Relative Importance of Prin'
ciples of Physical Science for General Education. Unpublished Doctor's
dissertation. University of Michigan, 1941. See SsiSQSS SdycatiQQ, XXV
(December, 1941), p. 371.
^Ruth V. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science Found in Ninth-
Grade Textbooks of General Science, p. 24. Unpublished Master's thesis.
University of Michigan, 1946.
^Renato E. Leonelli, Principles of Physical and Biological Science
Found in Eight Textbooks of General Science for Grade Eight, p. 36.
Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1947.
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In determining the method of recognizing a principle in a motion
picture, Keeslar’s^ investigation noted that a principle must have
photographic or narrated data to illustrate it and must satisfy at least
one of the following conditions:
1, The expressed idea must be unmistakably a statement of a
scientific principle, satisfying the criteria of a principle,
or the narrator must designate it to be a principle. In the
latter case, also, it must satisfy the criteria of a principle,
2, The statement must be capable of being reworded so as to become
a scientific principle, without loss of its essential idea,
3, The stataaent must employ a technical term or phrase which
has direct reference to an accepted scientific principle, or
which cannot be vinderstood v/ithout an tinder standing of a
scientific principle.
Based upon the above study, the investigator has recognized a
scientific principle in a film if;
1, The statement by the narrator satisfied the criteria established
for a principle,
2, The narrator definitely designated the statement as a principle,
3, The statement by the narrator could be changed to be designated
as a scientific principle without altering the main idea,
4, The caption in the silent film expressed a scientific principle
or a statement that could be reworded into a principle,
Csr §2i2S£ifi2
Attitudes,
An extensive search was made for a list of the elements of
scientific method and one of the scientific attitudes. Ihese should be
v/ritten in words comprehensible to a Junior high school student and yet
be able to satisfy the criteria established by earlier investigators.
1 nOreon Keeslar, Contributions of Instructional Films to the
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Several general science textbooks were examined for lists that
would satisfy the above conditions. Finally, two such lists were
discovered in ’’Everyday Science” by Caldwell and Curtis.^ Two pages
at the end of this textbook are devoted to listing the elements of
scientific method and the scientific attitudes.
p
Following are the elements of scientific method as stated by
Cxirtis and Caldwell;
Elements of Scientific Method
1. Locating the problem for study.
2. Inventing and carefully planning experiments and investi-
gations to solve problems.
3. Using controls, that is, performing along with the original
experiment part or all of it in a way that is different in
only one respect.
4. Isolating the experimental factor, that is, making certain
that there is only one factor or condition different in the
original experiment and the control experiment.
5. Making careful observations.
6. Making check experiments, that is, repeating the same
experiment or observations, or performing or making new ones,
in order to be sure that the results obtained from earlier
experiments and observations are correct.
7. Making inferences (or conclusions), hypotheses, or generaliza-
tions from given facts, that is, making the best possible
explanation or prophecy one can from the facts known.
8. Studying conditions or experiments described in order
to detect any errors or defects that nay be in them.
9. Evaluating procedures, data, (facts obtained) and con-
clusions, that is, judging the values of each of these
parts of the experiment.
3
Curtis and Caldwell presented the following scientific attitudes:
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Scientific Attitudes;
1. A curiosity to knovn' about one’s environment.
2. The belief that nothing can happen without a cause and
that occurrences that seem strange and mysterious can
always be explained by natural causes.
3. An unvdllingness to accept as facts any statements that
are not supported by convincing truth.
4. The deteimiination not to believe in superstitions.
5. The belief that truth never changes but that ovir
ideas of what is time change as we gain more and more
knowledge.
6. An intention not to experiment or to work blindly and
carelessly, but to begin only after careful planning.
7. The determination to be careful and accurate in all one’s
observati ons.
8. A willingness to consider al 1 the evidence and to try
to decide whether it really relates to the matter which
is being considered, vdiether it is soxmd and sensible,
and TAihether it is complete enough to allow a conclusion
to be made.
9. A determination not to base final conclusions on one
or a few observations, but to work as long as may be
necessary in order to secure an ansvier to a problem,
10. The desire to do one’s ov/n observing and experimenting,
but a willingness to use the results of other scientists’
work,
11. The vdllingness to change an opinion cr a conclusion if
later evidence shows that it is wrong,
12. The intention to respect another’s viev/,
13. The determination to prevent one’s own likes and dislikes
from influencing one’s judgments.
To simplify the wording further, so that each element or attitude
could be stated in Table II and Table III, the investigator reworded
these lists without changing the essential meaning so that they now
appear as;
Elanents of Scientific Thinking;
1. Sensing a problem and deciding to try to find the answer
to it,
2. Defining the problem.
3. Studying the situation for al 1 facts and clues bearing on
the problem.
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4. Making the best tentative explanations or hypotheses as
to possible solution or problem.
5. Selecting the most likely hypothesis.
6. Inventing and planning one or more experiments to test
the hypothesis. Isolating experimental factor by using
a control.
7. Testing the h-'.’pothesis by carrying out the experiment with
care and accuracy.
_
8. Running check experLments involving the same experimental
factor to verify the results secured in the original experiment.
9. Drawing a conclusion.
10.
Making inferences based on this conclusion when facing new
situations in which the same factors are operating.
Scientific Attitudes
1. A curiosity to know about one’s environment should exist.
2. Nothing can happen without a cause.
3. Any statement must be supported by convincing proof.
4. One should not believe in superstitions.
5. Truth never changes. Our ideas of truth may change as we
gain knowledge.
6. Experiments and problems should be worked out only after care-
ful planning.
7. Observations should be careful and accurate.
8. All evidence should be considered to decide whether it is
complete enough to allov,r conclusions to be made.
9. Final conclusions should not be based on a few observations.
10. The result of other scientists’ work should be used in
connection with one’s own experimenting and observing.
11. Opinions and conclusions may change if evidence proves that
they are incorrect.
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12. Another’s point of vievv should be respected.
13. Final judgment should not be influenced by personal likes
and dislikes.
An element of scientific method was recognized in a film if;
1. The narrator made a direct reference to one of the
elements of scientific method in his dialogue.
2. In a series of scenes, an element of scientific method v/as
demonstrated.
3. An element of scientific method was inferred by the proce-
dure used to present the scientific material in the film.
A scientific attitude was recognized in a film if;
1. A direct reference to a scientific attitude was made either
by the narrator or some character in the film.
2. The illustrative material developed a scientific attitude.
Method of Analysis of Films for Prin£42les ,_Scientific Method and
Scientific Attitudes
To carry out the technical aspects of this study, a check'list
v/as prepared on which space was provided to record the name of the
film, the producers’ names, the time needed to run off the film, and
the color of the film. One such sheet was prepared for each film*
reviev/ed.
Each sheet was divided into two columns, one colimrn for the
scenes appearing in the film and the other column for the transcript
of narration corresponding to the scenes.
In order that the investigator m.ight become familiar with the
entire film, it was projected once at regular speed and a few notes
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were taken. Then vhile the film, was projected at a slov;-er speed, each
scene Vtias listed with a descriptive word or phrase. The film vr&s pro-
jected again, hut this time the narrative was recorded in the column
provided for this pvirpose. Finally, the film was viewed to check for
any accidental omissions. Thus a film was viewed at least four times
- more often if necessary. Only two viewings were necessary for the si-
lent films which are run off at a slower speed and are easier to tabulat
because there is no verbal narrative.
The film content from each check-list was then studied to discover
the number of principles shown or recorded from the scenes or narrator’s
speech.
The films were listed in tabular forra on 8^" x 11" paper. To the
right of the film there appeared a column in which the number of
principles found in a film was recorded.
After the examination of a number of check-lists, the investigator
believed there was the possibility of a positive or negative correlation
between the major goals of science teaching and the number of facts
stated.
Before tallying the number of facts shown, a definition of a fact
was necessary. Various unabridged dictionaries were consulted for
such a definition
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and Vvagnal^s New St^dard
fact is "anything strictly true;
applied even to a general or
abstract truth."
2
Webster's New International Dictionary of the English Language
states that a fact is "that which has actual existence, whether
subjectively or objectively considered;. more narrowly, an actual
happening in time or space,"
Perhaps the best definition of a fact was the simplified one found
in W^stgn2,s Dictionary^ Here a fact is defined as "a statemait certain-
ly and strictly true."
'lYith the above statements in mind the investigator adopted the
following definition of a fact. To distinguish a fact from a principle,
a statement
1. Must be strictly time.
2. Must not be a comprehensive generalization.
3. Must not be a definition.
4. Must be stated definitely by the author.
5. Must deal with specific substances.
To recognize a fact in a motion picture a statement must satisfy
the following terms:
1. A statement made by the narrator must satisfy the above terms.
2. In the case of a silent film, the printed caption must also
satisfy the terms mentioned.
In the newest edition of the Ftink
Dictionary of the English Language,^ a
a true or correct statement: sometimes
Isaac Funk, Editor- in-Chief
,
New Standard Dictionary of the English
Language, p. 888. New York: Funk and Viagnalls Company, 1946.
•K'illiam Allan Neilson, Editor-in-Chief
,
ii§bster2,s New International
5^2 P* Springfield, Massachusetts:
J. & Merriam Company, Publishers. 1942.
iidlliam Dodge Lewis, Editor-in-Chief, vjinston^s Dictionary,
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The terms §ome,_ma^^, and few were used to describe the number of
facts found in a film.
A table similar to the one mentioned for recording principles v^as
made. From the check-lists, it was found that a film contained from
four to twenty-six facts. If the tabulation on the check list showed
a film contained fifteen or more facts, the word "many" was written
opposite the film; eight to fifteen facts, the word "some” was written;
and if less than eight facts appeared on the check list, the word
"feVir" was used.
To the right of the elements of scientific method was arranged
a number of columns corresponding to the nimiber of films used for this
study. The films were recorded on this table by their identification
numbers
.
A checkmark was placed opposite each element of scientific method
under each film in vhich such an element was found. Later, the number
of times any of the elements of scientific method was shovm or mentioned
was totaled.
The same procedure was followed in checking the films for
scientific attitudes.
Reliability of the Investigator's Judgment
To determine the reliability of this investigator's judgment in the
analysis of films to comply -with the major objectives of science teach-
ing, one month after the first analysis the investigator reviewed three
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an Encyclopedia Britannica film. Native of Color-, a Coronet production,
and Fundamentals of Acoustics, an Encyclopedia Britannica film. The
technique for viemng the films was the same as in the original exami-
nation.
As a result of analyzing these three films a second time, it was
found that two of the films, Earth in Motion and Native of Color, con-
tained the same number of principles common to both analyses; namely,
two principles in the former and four principles in the latter. There
was one scientific attitude portrayed in both examinations of the film.
Earth in Motion, and three inferred in the two examinations of the film
Nature of Color. As for elements of scientific method, there v/ere none
found in the analj^-sis of the film Earth in Motion and three inferred in
the two examinations of the film Nat^e of Color. One principle deter-
mined in the second analysis of the film Fimdamentals of Acoustics was
not recorded in the first analysis. Neither scientific attitudes nor
elements of scientific method were found in the two analyses.
To further verify the reliability of the author, the check-list
,for the film Fuels and Heat v/as presented to Dr. Read,^ a specialist,
to verify the number of principles foimd therein. The table indicated
seven principles would be fo\ind in this particular film and Dr. Read
located the same number in a review of the check-list.
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Table I, which follows, shows the number of principles which
was found in each of the thirty-six films analyzed.

TABLE I
Name of Film Number of
Principles
1. Earth in Motion 2
2. Exploring the Universe 5
3, Solar Family 3
4, Atmosphere and Its Circulation 5
5. Atmospheric Pressure 5
6. Compressed Air 2
7. Earth's Rocky Crust 5
8, Soil Erosion 0
9. ViTork of the Atmosphere 5
10. Fuels and Heat 7
11. Distributing Heat Energy 4
12. More Dangerous Than Dynamite 0
13. Behavior of Light 10
14. Light Vifaves and Their Uses 7
15. Nature of Color 4
16. Beneath Our Feet 1
17. Life of Plants 1
18. House Flv 0
19. Roots of Plants 1
20. Electrodynamics 5
21. Story of Electricity 4
22. Reddy-Made Magic 3
23. Energy and Its Transformations 12
24. Simple Machines 3
25. Molecular Theory of Matter 4
26. Fundamentals of Acoustics 4
27. Sound V/aves sind Their Sources 6
28. Ground Vi^ater 1
29. Purifying Water 0
30. Water Cycle 2
31. Clouds and Weather 2
32. The V/eather 7
33. Weather Wizards 0
34. Digestion of Foods 5
35. Eyes and Their Care 4











This table reveals that one hundred and twenty-nine principles of
science appeared in the thirty-six films analyzed* These principles
v/ere a complete statement of a principle or part of a broad generaliza-
tion which appeared in either the illustrations or narrative of the film.
Of the thirty-six films analyzed, six did not attempt to offer any
generalizations that could be interpreted as principles; four sunmed up
facts with generalizations which met the criteria of a principle once
during the narrative; four films presented two principles; three films
presented three principles; six films, four principles; seven films
satisfied the criteria for five generalizations; one film, six general-
izations; three films, seven generalizations; one film ten generalizations
and one film attempted to present tv/elve generalizations. Thus the
frequencies ranged from zero t© twelve, with an average of three
and six-tenths principles per film. The fact that six films contained
no principles at all lowers the average considerably.
In no film did the investigator find any evidence that the producer
of the film attempted to teach or present scientific principles as such.
The comprehensive generalizations found were the result of statements
summing up the informational facts.
This table definitely points out that the au'^hors and collaborators
of scientific films have reached no agreement as to the nmber of
principles to be taught in a general science film. In fact, it seems
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apparent that the presenting of scientific principles as such is a
minor aim in an educational science film.
Table II, iwhich follows, shows the rating of the films as to the
number of facts presented. Instead of using figures to indicate the
number of facts shown, the words man;^, some and few are used.
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Name of Film Pacts
1. Earth in Motion many
2. Exploring the Universe many
3. Solar Family many
4. Atmosphere and Its Circulation many
5. Atmospheric Pressure some
6. Compressed Air some
7. Earth’s Rocky Crust some
8. Soil Erosion few
9. Work of the Atmosphere some
10. Fuels and Heat many
11. Distributing Heat Energy many
12. More Dangerous Than Dynamite few
13. Behavior of Light some
14. Light YiTaves and Their Uses some
15. Nature of Color some
16. Beneath Our Feet some
17. Life of Plants some
18. House Fly many
19. Roots of Plants many
20. Electrodynamics some
21. Story of Electricity many
22. Reddy-Made Magic few
23. Energy and Its transformations many
24. Simple tiachines some
25. Molecular Theory of Matter many
26. Fvcndamentals of Acoustics some
27. Sound Vfeves and Their Sources some
28. Ground Vfeter many
29. Purifying V^ater some
30. Yfater Cycle some
31. Clouds end Weather some
32. The Weather many
33. Yfeather V/izards few
34. Digestion of Foods many
35. Eyes and Their Care some
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Findings Table II.
Table II clearly illustrates that the presentation of facts is
considered as a major outcome of educational films by the producers of
these films. Fourteen or thirty-eight percent of the thirty-six films
contained "many” facts, i/diich means fifteen or more facts per film;
eighteen or fifty percent of the films viewed stated "some" facts, which
indicates anywhere from eight to fifteen facts per film; and only four
films or eleven percent of the total number of films viewed contained
less than eight facts.
In checking the films containing only a few facts, it was readily
observed that these were the film.s produced by other than strictly
educational film companies. The theatrical type or commercial producer
does not seem concerned with presenting a large number of facts in the
educational film released from his office.
Table III shows the different scientific attitudes fovind in the
thirty-six films analyzed. Each film is recognized by a number pre-
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Table III clearly indicates that presenting scientific attitudes
is of little concern to the producers of educational films. Twenty or
fifty-five percent of the films made no attempt to demonstrate any of the
scientific attitudes, which are at present regarded very definitely as a
major aim in science teaching. Eleven or thirty percent inferred one,
two, or three scientific attitudes and five or eleven percent contained
six, eight, or nine scientific attitudes. The five films containing the
largest number of scientific attitudes are those produced by coinmercial
companies experienced in attempting to influence the attitudes and
emotions of large groups of people.
Hoban^ agreeswith this last finding of the investigator when he
states that the theatrical motion picture is so influential "in shaping
the habits of thinking and acting of the masses of people that in
coimtries ruled by dictators, the motion picture is strictly regxalated
and controlled by the state."
Table IV, which immediately follov/s, shows the number of times
the elements of scientific method appears in each film.
^Charles F. Hoban, Charles F, Hoban, Jr., Samuel B. Zisman,
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Table IV points out that of the nine elements of scientific method,
no more than five elements appeared in any one film. In fact, none of
the thirty-six films really attempted to present their material with
the elements of scientific method in mind. Seventeen or forty-seven
percent of the films contained no reference to any of the elements
of scientific method. Three or eight percent implied four or five
elements of scientific method.
This situation shoves that the instructional film has up to the
present done little to develop scientific thinking.
Table V, which follows, shows the total number of principles found
in each film, the total number of scientific attitudes, the total
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Principles Facts Attitudes Method
1. Earth in Motion 2 many 1 0
2. Exploring the Universe 5 many 0 0
3* Solar Family 3 many 2 0
4. Atmosphere and Its Circulation 5 many 0 0
5. Atmospheric Pressure 5 some 2 4
6. Compressed Air 2 some 0 1
7, Earth's Rocky Crust 5 some 1 2
8* Soil Erosion 0 few 8 4
9. Work of the Atmosphere 5 some 2 0
10. Fuels and Heat 7 many 0 0
11. Distributing Heat Energy 4 many 0 0
12. More Dangerous Than Dynamite 0 few 6 2
13. Behavior of Light 10 some 0 1
14. Light Waves and Their Uses 7 some ? 3
15. Nature of Color 4 some 3 o
16. Beneath Our Feet 1 some 0 0
17. Life of Plants 1 some 0 0
18. House Fly 0 many 1 2
19. Roots of Plants 1 many 0 1
20. Electrodynamics 5 some 0 1
21, Story of Electricity 4 many 0 0
22. Reddy-Made Magic 3 few 9 o
23. Energy and Its Transformations 12 many 0 \
24. Simple Machines 3 some 0 0
25. Molecular Theory of Matter 4 many 2 ?
26. Fundamentals of Acoustics 4 some 0 0
27. Soxmd Waves and Their Sources 6 some 0 0
28. CroTjnd V/ater 1 many 0 0
29, Purifying Yfater 0 some 0 2
30. Water Cycle 2 some 0 0
31. Clouds and T/eather 2 some 2 n
32. The Yii'earther 7 many 0 2
33. Weather Yuzards 0 few 6 3
34. Digestion of Poods 5 many 2 0
35. Eyes and Their Care 4 some 0 0
36. Life Begins Again 0 some 8 5
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Findings Table V.
Table V shows that there is neither an apparent positive nor
negative agreement in the number of principles and the number of
facts presented in a film. In some cases, there are a few principles
and many facts, in others a few principles and few facts. Neither
does there seem to be any correlation between the number of scientific
principles presented and the nxjmber of elements of scientific method
demonstrated.
In comparing the number of principles and the number of scientific
facts with the scientific attitudes found in each film, this table
indicates a negative agreement between the first two columns and
the third. Where there are no principles or few facts presented in
the film, there is a definite increase in the number of scientific
attitudes shown. Fnr example, films number 8, 12, 33 and 36 show this
relationship. Film number 22 indicates that even if there are
scientific attitudes implied, it is still possible to present
principles in the same film.
From this table, it is clearly seen that factual presentation of
subject matter is at present the prime objective of instructional
films. As yet the producers have contributed little to presenting
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The investigation revealed that a total of one hundred tv/enty-nine
principles appeared upon analyzing thirty-six films in general science
at the junior high school level. Of the total number of films analyzed,
six contained neither a principle nor part of a principle. The prin-
ciples occxarred in frequencies of zero to twelve with an average of thre^
and six-tenths principles per film. There seems to be little or no
agreement among the film producers as to the number of principles that
should eppear in each film.
From this analysis, it is clearly seen that the presentation of
facts is a major outcome of the educational film at the present time.
Fourteen or thirty-six percent of the films viewed contained "many”
facts and eighteen or fifty percent of the films viewed had "some" facts^
This definitely means that the commentary of the present educational
film presents purely factual information.
Of the total number of films analyzed, fifty-five percent made no
attempt to teach or present any of the scientific attitudes. The film
that best depicted the scientific attitude as a major outcome of science
teaching is ®- colorful cartoon, which not only vividly
and accurately tells the story of electricity, but also infers the varioi||8
attitudes without laboriously stating them as such.
Of the total number of films analyzed, seventeen or forty-seven per-|
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One of the most important of the elements of scientific method
is using a control experiment along with the original experiment. Only
one of the thirty-six films attempted to show this. Ten out of thirty-
six films showed that making careful observations is an important
aspect of scientific thinking. In none of the films were there any
check experiments indicated.
The total number of elements of scientific method per film never
was higher than five or fifty-five percent of the total number of ele-
ments and this occurred in only one film. Seventeen or forty-seven
of the films contained no reference to any of the elements of scientific
method either in the narrative itself or in any of the methods employed
to present the material.
From this analysis, the statistics indicate that if a film attempts
to develop scientific attitudes, it presents few facts or few principles
at the same time. Five of the films, produced by theatrical-type
producers definitely attempted th change the attitudes of the audience,
but presented few facts.
In none of the films was there any attempt to present the major
goals of science teaching either by means of the illustrative material
or in the narrative itself
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CHAPTER III
SmOiARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOlvilviENDATIONS
RESTATBlvIENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this investigation is to analyze general science
films at the junior high school level in terms of the major goals of
science teaching.
SUlvIMARY OF TECmaciUES EMPLOYED
This investigation was conducted after selecting thirty-six films
which offer a cross-section of the films available at the junior high
school level. In order not to have the selection of films weighted too
heavily under one topic, it vra.s first necessary to make an analysis of
the topics found in present day junior high school general science
textbooks. Then three films were chosen for each topic, except the
topic Sound, from an already established, well-stocked, and highly-
graded film library.
Check-lists were prepared on which both the scenes and the narra-
tive could be recorded. Films were then viewed once to get a general
over-all idea of the material contained in the film. Next the films
were viewed a second time, and the scenes, with their corresponding
narratives, were recorded on the check-list. A third showing of the
films usually filled in or completed any items omitted in the second
showing of the film. At times, a fourth showing v;as necessary to com-
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From the check-list, the films were next analyzed for principles.
Those statements or parts of statements which conformed to the criteria
established for a principle were tabulated. The scientific attitudes
|
and the elements of scientific method, which agreed with those lists
established by experts in the field of science education were also
tabulated.
Three films picked at random were viewed one month after the first
showing to see if the investigator’s judgment was accurate. It was
foxmd that the investigator deviated from the original analysis only by
one principle. The same attitudes and methods were discovered in the
three films. One of the check-lists was also presented to a man who is
a specialist both in science education and visual education. This
specialist and the investigator agreed completely on the number of
principles checked.
SJM'lARY of findings
The investigation revealed that a total of one hundred twenty-nine
principles eg peared upon analyzing thirty-six films in general science
at the junior high school level. Of the total number of films analyzed,
six contained neither a principle nor part of a principle. The prin-
ciples occurred in frequences of zero to twelve with an average of three
and six-tenths principles per film. There seems to be little or no
agreement among the film producers to the number of principles that
should appear in each film.
From this analysis, it is clearly seen that the presentation of
facts is a major outcome of the educational film at the present time.
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Fauriieen' prt thirty-six percent of the films viewed contained
"many” facts and eighteen or fifty percent of the films viewed were made
up of "some" facts. This definitely means that the narrative of the
present educational film presents purely factual information.
Of the total number of films analyzed, fifty-five percent made no
attempt to teach or present any of the scientific attitudes. The film,
that best depicted the scientific attitude as a major outcome of science
teaching is Reddy-Made Magic, a colorful cartoon, which not only vividly
and accurately tells the story of electricity, but also infers the
various attitudes without laboriously stating them as such.
Of the total number of films analyzed, eighteen or fifty percent
of the films made no reference to any of the elements of scientific
method.
One of the most important of the elements of scientific method
is using a control experiment along with the original experiment.
Only one of the thirty-six films attempted to show this. Ten out of
thirty- six films showed that making careful observations is an im-
portant aspect of scientific thinking. In none of the films were there
ar^ check experim.ents indicated.
The total number of elements of scientific method per film never
7/as higher than five or fifty-five percent of the total number of
elements and this occurred in only one film. Eighteen or fifty percent
of the films contained no reference to any of the elements of scientific
method either in the narrative itself or in any of the methods em-
ployed to present the material.
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wFrom this analj’-sis, the statistics indicate that if a film
attempts to develop scientific attitudes, it presents few facts or few
principles at the same time. Five of the films, produced by theatrical-
tj/-pe producers definitely attempted to change the attitudes of the
audience, but presented few facts.
In none of the films was there any attempt to present the major
goals of science teaching either by means of the illustrative material
or in the narrative itself,
CONCLUSIONS
This study reveals that even though the motion picture is considerec
a povjerful medium of education, still its potentialities and its effect-
iveness as a tool of instruction have not been completely realized.
Even though one himdred and twenty-n ine principles were found in
the thirty-six films analyzed, there v^ras no definite attempt made to
teach the important principles of science. In many cases these prin-
ciples vj-ere only part of broad generalizations and very often only
implied. It seems quite apparent that the authors of general science
films have reached no set rule as to the number of principles a ten-
minute soimd film or a fifteen-minute silent film should attempt to
teach.
The large number of facts presented in a film clearly prove that
today the educational film is considered only as a medixam of factual
dissemination. Four of the thirty-six films contained ”few" facts while
the other thirty-two presented "many" or "some" facts.
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The great powers of the theatrical motion picture in influencing
human behavior and thinking is novj- established. This fact was shown
when this analysis discovered that filnis Eroduced by theatrical or
conmiercial directors show a definite inclination tows.rd developing the
scientific attitude, whereas twenty of the educational motion pictvires
filmed by strictly educational companies made no attempt to depict any
of the scientific attitudes, established by early investigators. Only
vdien the writers and collaborators of the instructional films realize
that the habits of mind or scientific attitudes must be taught as
definitely as facts will the educational film improve.
In the analysis of these films, it is apparent that while many of
the writers and collaborators are men of science, yet, strangely enough,
they have made no effort in any film to develop the material by the
scientific method of thinking.
RECOIvilMZlTDATIONS
It is recommended that general science films at the junior high
school level be planned for that particular group.
At present, the mere imparting of factual knowledge seems to be the
role of the general-science film in the classroom. It is recommended
that facts cannot and should not be entirely eliminated from a film,
but a film should contain only those basically needed for the developmen*
of the topic. Because motion pictiires can produce a considerable change
in attitudes, the general -science film, should stress scientific
attitudes. The material and experiments in a film should be presented
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and developed according to the best method of scientific thinking.
In this way, the future thinking of the student, whether it be for the
advancement of science or just for his daily needs, will be sound and
logical
.
It is also recommended that a f\at\ire investigation be planned
to compare further the educational science film with the sponsored
films in terms of the scientific attitudes presented. From such a
study, the best qualities of these two types of films, the educational
and the sponsored, may be consolidated into a set of criteria ideal
for producing a general science film at the jimior high school level.
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Kame of film; The Earth in Motion
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time ; 10 minutes Somd Black and ViThite
Collaborator; Vii'alter Bartky, Ph.D,
,
University of Chicago
Content; This film demonstrates the curvature of the earth, its
rotation, and revolution about the s\m, the causes of night and day,
and the way the seasons occur.
A ship sails out over the horizon and disappears from vievr as it
passes over the curve of the globe. The rotation of the stars offers
proof of the earth’s rotation. Another way of proving the earth rotates
is by means of the Foucault pendulum, whose path changes, as its posi-
tion Vidth respect to the earth changes, because of the rotation of the
earth.
The revolution of the earth around the sun is shovn by a diagram
of the constellation Leo, on the horizon at dawn in early autumn.
A week and a month pass. Leo's oosition changes until a year later
v^hen the constellation is again in its original position. The following
diagram shows the motion of the sun during the day as it appears in
relation to star groups. Then a third diagram attempts to explain the
apparent motion of the sun through the stars is due to our own revo-
lution.
By means of an arrow drawn from the earth to the sun the diagram
shows hov^ a star seems to move with respect to farther ones. This is
demonstrated by a motion picture camera m.oimted on a moving platform
taking pictures of three light bulbs. The observer is now transported
to the nearest star and observes the elliptical orbit of the earth's
path around the sun; that the earth is nearer to the sun in Januarj^
and farther away from the sun in July; and that the earth travels faster
in January than in July.
Another diagram danonstrates our inclined axis of rotation and the
resulting seasonal changes. During the final scenes, the effects of
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I'lame of film: Exploring the Universe
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 10 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborator: "kValter Bartky, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Content: This film explains the principles of the refracting and re-
flecting telescope; changes in the dipper; binary stars; the motion
of the stars in the Hyades and other phenomena by animation.
A man looks through a microscope and examines the minute objects
of the world. The commentator explains that a telescope can explore
distances and objects in space. A diagram depicts the workings of a
telescope, showing how starlight enters the large lens at the top
is reflected on a huge concave mirror, and finally is concentrated
on the small eyepiece at the lov^er end.
A comparison is made of the stars ia the IJorthern Cross; first,
seen v/ith the naked eye, and then through a telescope.
Again, looking through a telescope Sirius, a seemingly stationary
star, is shovn vdth a companion that revolves about it.
Alcor is shown on successive evenings, fading and brightening in
the sky. This may be due to a darker companion which partially eclipses
brighter stars. The next few scenes show two, three and four star system;.
Another diagram attempts to show the movement of Hyades, a group of
eighty stars, travelling through space during a million years. Then
the naked-eye stars such as Altair, Vega, ajid Antares are seen in
motion over a period of one million years. The commentary states that
the time in the film is speeded up so that one second corresponds to
fifteen thousand years in order to portray stellar motions.
A huge disc of stars called a galaxy appears on the screen. Many
other galaxies are seen showing the movement of the galaxies with respect
to each other, and within each one millions of stars are slovdy moving.
Finally accompeuaying our sun in all its motions is a family of
planets vvhich in turn revolve about our sun. A close-up of the earth
turning on its axis completes this film.
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Name of film: Solar F^ily
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 11 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborator: Vvalter Bartky, Ph.D.
,
University of Chicago
Content: This film portrays the plajiets revolving arovuid the sun,
and elaborates on each one.
The theory that the planets probably are ejected materials from
the sun introduces this film.
Animated diagrams show the four largest planets revolving around
the sun. Then the terrestial planets come into view.
A diagram shov/s a closer view of the earth. Mercury is disre-
garded and the motion of Venus in relation to the earth is shown. Thus
Venus appears to move back and forth in relation to the sun. Venus is
then seen as an evening star in the v;-estern sky and later as a morning
star. A telescopic view of Venus indicates it goes through phases just
as the moon does.
Mars’ opposition at various times during the year is shown by a
diagram. Then Mars is seen moving among the stars, becoming stationary
and slowly reversing its position. Through a telescope Mars’ white polaij
cap is seen almost disappearing in spring. Then the dark hands become
more intense suggesting the growth of vegetation.
Beyond Mars is Jupiter, the largest planet, shovm with the four
moons Galileo discovered. Later five additional moons were foxmd.
SatiArn, the most remote planet, is ^jectacular because of its rings.
The next fev/ scenes show how Saturn's rings would move in a period of thjj|r-
ty years.
The planetoids, revolving within the orbits of Mars and Jupiter
are shown revolving around the sun.
By means of a small moving dot in a diagram, the path of Haley’s
comet is shown. Pluto, the farthest planet from the sun, is compared
to its neighbor Neptime.
The final scenes raise questions still unanswered by astronomers.
Are there other solar systems like our own somewhere far out in space?
May there be planets similar to oiir earth with life on them? lnhat will
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Name of film; Atmosphere Its
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 11 minutes Sound Black and v/hite
Collaborators M. Ference, Ph.D.
,
and G. Benton, University of Chicago
Content; This film presents the nature of air, its structure, its
chemical composition, its weight and distribution. The second sequence
explains the circulation of the atmosphere in relation to the earth.
The opening scenes show that the earth consists of lithosphere, the
solid portion of the earth, the hydrosphere, the water on the earth’s
surface and a view of the atmosphere; the air surrounding the earth.
A diagram describes the chemical composition of the air v/ith an
explanation that gases consist of molecules. Another diagram indicates
that 99^ of the air is in a layer only 19 miles high. A column of mer-
cury 30” high weighs the same as a column of air one square inch in cross
section and as high as it can extend into space.
Atmpspheric pressure decreases with height. This is proven
by a pilot's altimeter.
Another diagram shoves the extreme variation in temperature at
various parts of the atmosphere; such as, the equator, and the North
Pole. All rain, fog, snov/ and storms are found within a layer of
air called the troposphere w'hich is four miles high at the poles and
eleven miles high at the equator.
Diagrams are used to show the circulation and system of winds for
the northern hemisphere.
The final scenes summarize the three factors important in determiniijjg
climate. First, whether the sun's rays strike the earth perpendicularly
or at a lov/ angle; second, the direction of the prevailing wind; and thii||d,
whether the air is converging and rising or sinking and diverging.
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Name of film:
Producer: Eastman Teaching Films
Time; 15 minutes Silent Black and v/-hite
Content: The first sequence of this film explains the effects of
imbalanced air pressure, while the second sequence shoves the variations
of air pressure in the atmosphere.
The first scoaes of this silent film show a revolving fan driving
air away from it. A woman uses a vacuum cleaner on a rug. A close
viev/ of the vacuum fades info an animation of the rotating fan which
drives air into the dust Biag, carrying dust particles along with it.
The air pressure experiment, showing how the tin can walls may be
made to collapse is demonstrated. A printed caption states the fact thalj
atmospheric pressure is about fifteen pounds per square inch. An ins-
tructor sets up a barometer to demonstrate that atmospheric pressure wil^
hold a column of mercury about 29 inches hi^,
Tvio metal hemispheres are shown. Four men demonstrate how easily
they may be separated. The air is pimiped out and a gauge shows that the
air has been removed. The four men try to pull the hemispheres apart
again, but fail. A man opens a petcock allowing air to come in and the
hemispheres separate without assistance.
A boy attempts to get a pail of water from a pump. Animated draw-
ings show the plunger moving up and dovm in the pump cylinder. Air leaki
through the plunger valve so vjater does not rise. Real photography show;
the boy priming the pump and this time the water flows into the pail.
An instructor shows how a rubber diaphragm on the bottom of a bell
iar registers pressiire changes.
A close view shovfs an uncovered barograph. Two of these instrument
^
are used by six men to measure the atmospheric pressure in a valley near
the base of a cliff. They examine their barograph and find that the
recording line has steadily dropped as they ascended the cliff. They
return to join the other group waiting in the valley. A close view of tH
two barographs compares the recording lines.
Another printed caption appears stating that warm air is lighter
than cold air. Applications of this statement are shown v/hen strips
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mballoons ascend when placed over the fire.
Land heats and cools more rapidly than water is the last printed
caption to appear on the screen. Animation shows thermometers register-
ing different teniperatures over the water and over the land.
The film ends sho-wing a group of people at a beach party enjoying
the warm evening sea breeze. By noticing the smoke, the seaward drift
of air is indicated.
Name of film: M2
Producer: Eastman Teaching Films
Time: 15 minutes Silent Black and white
Content: This film demonstrates the use of compressed air in various
tools and machines. Diagrams show how compressed air causes these
machines to work.
The first scenes show some of the uses of machines that work
because of compressed air; such as, spraying trees, sand blasting
buildings, forcing air into a blacksmith's forge. Next a huge mixer
v;ith air being driven through molton iron to produce steel is seen .
To show how air is compressed, a man is pumping air into a tire. Later
this scene fades into a diagram showing the air particles being compress-|j
ed.
On the screen, a printed caption explains that air is elastic.
Real photographs and animated drawings of the workings of a compressor
ajid the air brakes on a train demonstrate the above caption.
The final sequence shows the various uses of air driven tools.
A man is pushing in rivets by means of an air hammer; another is
digging up a street with an air driven shovel. A stone cutter, working
on a huge frieze, uses a compressed air tool in his work. Finally,
a diagram illustrates a compressed air chamber on a fire engine regulatirfe
the flow of water ’'into a steady stream.
Name of film: §22^^12 522^ 9222^
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 11 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborator: Harvard Film Service
Content: This film relates hov/ land is affected by chemical decompo-
sition, glacial movements, wind and wave actions. The second sequences
shows the formation of caves, cave deposits, glaciers, dimes, crevasses,
estuaries and other geological phenomena.
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The opening scenes show clouds in the sky, rain falling, streams
collecting the water, and the evaporation of water as an endless cycle.
Photographs of real specimens and animated drawings show that
igneous rocks were made deep doivn under the earth while the cormnentary
explains that forces in the earth and on its surface pushed some of
this rock to the surface. Sedimentary rocks are the result of sediment
being deposited in water packed and cemented together through endless
centuries. Limestone quarries prove that at one time the land was at
the bottom of an ocean.
Then diagrams ^ow how both sedimentary and igneous rocks subjected
to great heat in the presence of moisture may be changed to metamorphic
rocks.
The following scenes show how the earth’s face is constantly chang-
ing. Under terrific pressure and heat, layers of earth are moved,
squeezed and folded. Diagrams and photographs show huge rocks bent
into folds and big vnrinkles forming mountains. Real specimens show
huge cracks in rocks caused by igneous rock shrinking, cracks formed
by frozen water, rocks split by roots of trees and plants. Rocks are
shown crumbled by the changes in temperat\ore.
While viewing moxmtains, plains and bodies of water, the film
summarizes that the process of mountains crumbling into plains, and
the earth's surface wrinkled into moxmtains is an endless process.
Name of film: Soil Erosion
Producer: March of Time
Time: 6 minutes Sound Black and vdiite
Content: This is the story of a city poverty-stricken because of the
dust storms that ravaged the middle west. A publisher attempts to
educate the farmers into reclamation of the land.
The opening scenes show hopeless and bewildered farmers migrating
away from the cities in the dust bovl. At Dalhart, Texas, members of
the Last Man’s Club attempt to stop the migration of farmers in their
city.
In 1923, the town publisher attempted to v/^arn the farmers that
preventative measures should be taken to stop the wrind from carrying
away the top soil. Scenes show the farmers as being indifferent to
these news.
In three years dust-covered land, where no crops can grow, shows
that the publisher’s prediction came true.
Rather than desert the town, the efforts of the publisher bring
United States government soil experts to test the ground. The land
reclamation problem begins. Scenes show now the land is terraced, trees
are planted, and new vegetation of al 1 kinds is started.
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The final scenes show that the land of Delhart novi has new top
soil, while the narrator vjarns that no one can predict whether or not
another dust storn is inevitable.
Name of film: Work of the Atmosphere •
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 11 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborator: Carey Croneis, Ph.D.
,
University of Chicago
Content: The first sequence shov/s the effect of mechanical and chemica
actions of the atmosphere on the earth's surl'ace. The last sequence shoiirs
areas affected by dust storms and exart5)les of spalling, exfoliation,
sand blasting, dunes, loess banks, and volcanic dust.
The importance of air in the formation of clouds vdiich precipitate
their vapor in the form of snow or rain is demonstrated. The v<rork
of v/ater and snow in helping the mechanical disintegration of rock is
shovm. Frozen soil is shown while the narrator describes how freezing
loosens the soil. Views of Yosemite Valley showing desert rocks and
mountainous areas indicate the spalling of rocks due to baking by day
and cooling by night.
The Needles, an xmusual rock formation, indicate the erosive
action of the wind. These formations are the result of the inequalities
of rock resistance at various points. Highly magnified views of grains
of sand cutting across rock surfaces are followed by diagrams showing
the abrasive action of sand on rocks. Views of trees shovfing the expose
roots and bark further illustrate wind and sand action. In arid regions
telephone poles are gnawed by the cutting teeth of the sand blast.
Views of sand dunes illustrate the transportational function of the
atmosphere. Views of ^loess banks reveal cross- bedded dune structure, tie
sand of which v^as lifted into the air, carried for some disteince, and
deposited by the wind. Further carrying effects of the wind are illus-
trated by the dust storms. Maps are used to indicate the movement of
dust storms. A great dust storm from the Sahara is seen moving north-
vra.rd and spreading dust over much of central Eiirope. In a similar way,
dust from a volcanic eruption in Alaska is seen being transported around
the v^orld.
The next sequence shoves moisture-laden clouds carried high into the
atmosphere where cooling and condensation take place. 'iVhen the rain
falls to the earth then the gradational work begins. Feldspar rock is
shown v^hile the commentator explains that carbon dioxide and water
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chemically alter rock to form clay. Under a microscope the coarse
cyr stall ine stnActure of the feldspar is compared to the fine grain
of the sand. An animated diagram shows how water carries clay particles
down through the soil.
The film closes with a review of the scenes in the film while
the commentary explains that if no atmosphere was present aroimd the
earth, it would be a barren sphere like the moon.
Name of film: J^els and Heat
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 11 minutes Sound Black and white







A diagram shows the manufacture and storage of carbohydrates
The formation of coal and petroleum is explained and shown
Molecular action in relation to heat and temperature is in-
tyr
A diagram illustrates the combination of carbon dioxide mth water
in the presence of sunlight to form carbohydrates. Men are sawing
wood. The log is placed on a fire. ViTiite dots representing oxygen
and black dots representing the carbon in the wood combine in the
burning process to form carbon dioxide. This is a means of getting
back the heat from the sun.
The formation of coal is shown by animated diagrains. Giant trees
and tropical plants floiirish and die,then fall. Layers of soil and wate
cover this decayed vegetable matter. After centuries of being subjected
to pressure ajid underground heat this layer is transformed into coal.
Views of a giant steam shovel show how coal is mined at the surface.
The narrator comments that our coal supply will exist for centuries.
Diagrams show a prehistoric reptile feeding on tropical vegetation.
The commentator states that oil comes from the bodies of these animals.
A done of gas and oil is shown in cross section. A diagram illustrates
the sinking of a shaft into the dome of oil and gas. Oil is trans-
ported to various sections by tank car and pipe line.
The following scenes show a pan of ice cubes being transformed intc
steam by heat. Steam is shown as a result of molecules flying off
into the air.
The force of steam is seen in the workings of a locomotive cylinder
Then the four cycle engine is pictorially demonstrated while the commen-
tator explains intake, compression, explosion and exhaust strokes.
As the film closes showing the setting sun, the commentator states that
"the sun is the source of all energy."
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Name of film; Distributing Heat Energy_
Producer; Encyclopedia Eritannica Films
Time; 11 minutes Sound Black and v/hite
Collaborator; H. Horton Sheldon, Ph.D.
,
New York University
Content; The first sequence reveals heat sources - coal, gas, elec-
tricity, oil and wood. Hot air, hot water, and steam heating plants
are shown. Heat transmission by conduction, coixvection and radiation
is shov/n.
Views of a coal train, coal truck, and coal being dumped into the
hone are the introductory scenes in this film. Coal is seen being dump?
ed into a huge hopper at a gas plant, as the commentary explains, that
a gas fuel is a product of a coal fuel. Next a kitchen gas range
comes into view. Coal is \mloaded at a steam pov<'er plant and electric
lines suggest another indirect use of coal as a source of heat energy.
A snail waterfall is seen w^hile the narrator explains that the energy
of falling water may be connected to electrical energy. An oil
truck is loaded with fiiel oil at the refinery and unloaded at a home
V7here an oil furnace is in operation. A woodcutter is shown vdiile the
commentator remarks on the advance from the days of old when vj-ood
was the chief source of heat.
Diagrams and pictures show the principle of home heating systems.
A drav/ing of a hot air furnace shows air entering through the intake
duct, being heated in the jacket aroxand the firebox then rising into
the room where air circulates.
The hot-water furnace is similarly demonstrated with its pipes and
radiators. In the steam furnace, water is first changed into steam
when it comes into direct contact vdth the walls of the firebox.
Conduction is illustrated by drawing of a heated bar showing the
molecules moving very fast and causing the neighboring molecules to
move more rapidly. Thus heat energy is produced.
A man puts a hand gloved with asbestoes into the fire to show
that asbestoes is a poor conductor of heat. A scene shov/s ice under
sawdust. A House is shown being insulated with material full of air
spaces
.
An electric heater is used to explain radiation. A piece of
film is lighted by the heat from the heater even though it is held
some distance av/ay. The vacuum bottle is an example of all three me-
thods of heat transmission. A cross-section shows the different parts
of the vacuum bottle v/hile the narrator explains the purpose of each.
The film closes with the scene of a picnic group pouring a drink
from a thermos bottle.
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iiame of film; More D^gerous Than D^^ite
Producer: Panorama Pictures
Time; 10 minutes Sound Black and -white
Content; The first sequence of this film depicts the common causes
of fire accidents in the home. The final sequence contrasts the
safety measures a dry cleaning establishment must have -with the lack
of such safety equipment in the home.
The opening scenes shov/ newspaper articles stating that accidents
in the home are far more numerous than other accidents. Vie%vs of fire
hazards are sho-wn. The iron is left unattended, someone gets too near
the electric heater, a frayed lamp cord is hidden under a rug, cigarettes
are left about carelessly, a vroman is cleaning clothes v/ith gasoline
and a person puts out the bathroom light while standing in the bath-
tub, Dust mixed -with air is another fire hazard. Viev;-s are seen
comparing the explosive quality of one gallon of gasoline with eighty-
three pounds of dynamite.
A ne-wspaper article is flashed on the screen telling about a
vroman burned to death -while dry cleaning in her home. In the following
sequence the audience follows a fire inspector wrhile he checks all the
safety devices in a drj'- cleaning establishment. The commentary often
asks '^«here in the home is the housewife so protected?"
The final scenes show a woman dry cleaning ivith gasoline. The
room fills -with inflammable vapor and finally an explosion occurs. An
ambiolance takes -the v/oman to the hospital. Her life will be saved
but she may be scared for life. The doctor tells the audience that
such accidents are needless and avoidable.
Name of film;
Producer; Eastman Teaching Films
Time; 15 minutes Silent Black and white
Content; This film explains the principles of light reflection, and
refracti on.
An animated diagram shows the sun radiating light. The light passes
dovm through fluffy cumulus clouds which diffuse it and enters the
v/indow of a home.
A man and a boy v/ith a camera are seen walking do-wn the sidewalk
to a street corner, nhile stopped at the corner, the boy traces around
the shadow of the man's face on the side-walk with a piece of chalk.
The following caption appears; "The smaller the point of light, the
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The formation of shadows are shown by animated drawings. A small
ball casts a shadow on an illuminated screen. This diagram fades into a
drawing of the surface of the earth, moon and sun. Then the umbra or
region of total eclipse is labelled clearly. "During an eclipse of the
sun, the moon casts its shadow on the earth" is the printed caption which
appears on the screen. This is followed by scenes showing models of the
earth. The moon casts its shadovf on the earth during an eclipse of the
sun. Reflected moonlight across the surface of a lake and a boy
cleaning a vrindovi introduce the sequence on light reflection.
"A plane reflector forms an image the same size as the object,"
appears on the screen. A polished vdndow reveals images of passers-by
and a man polishing his car.
Animated drawings show that "the image is as far back of the re-
flector as the object is in front of it and that the "angle of incidence
equals the angle of reflection." "Convex reflectors always form small-
sized images" is explained by actual photographs and animated drawings.
Diagrams shovr that "concave reflectors may form either small or
large-sized imagesl* The animation continues to show a real inverted
image at the point of intersection of the two reflected rays from each
point in the object. As the object moves, the image changes in size
and position to correspond with the various positions of the object.
Actual photographs of a huge reflecting telescope fade into an
animated drawing showing how the parallel rays of light are focused
by the large concave mirror and directed to a prism near the top of
the telescope. The film states, "A prism makes a perfect reflector."
A view through the telescope shov/s the craters of the moon. Then a
caption appears stating that "the moon is seen by reflected light."
A metal disk is placed in a bowl out of sightjwhen vra,ter is poured
into the bowl, the disk is visible. This introduces a short sequence
on refraction of light. The film explains that "whenever light passes
obliquely from one medivim to another of different density its course
is bent." Then a beam of light rotated vertically about a glass disk
filled with water, shows how light is refracted as it passes from, one
medium to another,
,
The film title, "a triangular prism refracts sunlight into a band
of many colors" introduces a sequence on color. Titles state that
"a colored body is the color of the light it does not absorb." Un-
successful attempts are made to explain color, but the fact that the film
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Name of film; Light Waves and Their Uses
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 11 minutes Soimd Black and \'diite
Collaborator; H. Horton Sheldon, Ph.D.
,
Nev/ York University
Content; The principles of reflection vdth plane, concave, and
convex mirrors are explained. Refraction, interference, polar
screens, the electro-magnetic spectrum, and the qi.iantum theory are
also presented.
Views of a galaxy of Andromeda and of the Brovmian movements of
gold particles are shown as the commentator says that it is through
the control of light that these observations can be made possible.
A man is looking at his own image in a mirror at the House of
Nonsense at Coney Island and notices how badly distorted it is. This
introduces the sequence on reflection of light. An animated diagram
of light striking a mirror shovfs how the angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of reflection. The commentator states that on a curved
mirror the angle of incidence differs from point to point thus
introducing distorted images. Animation shows that "light waves
spread out as expanding sphere" and that if "each point on the sphere
is considered a new v/ave source these would blend together to form
a new wave front." Again animation indicates that plane wave fronts
are returned from a plane mirror with the curvature unchanged except
in direction, and that wave fronts on a concave mirror become curved,
cross a point and reverse their curvature. The narrator states that
all waves reflected from a concave svirface must pass through a point
called the principal focus after reflection. Viev/s of a naval officer
using a sextant and of the large telescope at Mt. kJ'ilson suggest
applications of the laws of light.
A pencil half submerged in a dish of water and a fish's eye-view
of people above the surface of water introduces a sequence on refractior
.
Animation shows that light waves passing from air to water change their
direction. Light waves passing through a convex lens is illustrated.
Diagrams of the h\mian eye show the causes of near-sightedness and far-
sightedness. Correction of these defects through the use of convex
and concave lens is indicated. Astigmatism is explained and this defeci
can also be corrected with the proper glasses.
Animated diagrams show the effect of one light wave meeting another
in such a way that trough meets trough and crest meets crest in Young's
experiment. The use of the inferometer for extremely accurate measure-
ments is demonstrated. The action of the polarizing crystal is dia-
grammed. Then the use of this light to reveal lines of stress in gears
is shown. A diagram of electromagnetic v»fave spectrmi shows ultra-violet
light on the short vrave length end and radio waves on the long vra.ve
length end.
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The quantum theory is suggested in the final scenes. Animation
shows the emission of electrons when light strikes a photosensitive
material and the decrease in number of these electrons as the light
source becomes more distant.
Name of film: Nat^e of Color
Producer: Coronet Instructional Films
Time: 10 minutes Sovind Color
Collaborator: Dr. Ira Freeman, Dept, of Physics, Swathmore College
Content: Principles of color reflection and absorption are demonstratec
clearly in this film. The primary and complementary colors are shown
and explained, as well as the mixing of colors by additiaa. The concept
of ’’minus” colors is clarified by showing hovif colors are mixed by sub-
traction. Applications of these principles are seen in painting, color
printing and photography.
Views of the rainbov/ and sunlight introduce this color film on the
nature of color. Raindrops against a window pane break up light into
its various colors.
By means of a prism. Sir Isaac Newd:on first londerstood the true
nature of color.
Views show light rays through a prism falling on a ndnite surface
and being refracted into beautiful colors. TJhile the commentator states
that color is not in an object, the reflection of various light waves
show different colored objects.
The follovri.ng sequence is devoted to the explanation of the pro-
duction of various colors. By means of colored cubes under various
colored lights, color reflection and absorption is explained.
Colored dots are used to explain how colors are reproduced by
various combinations of the primary and secondary colors. The process
of mixing colors by "addition” and "subtraction" is also explained.
The final sequence applies the above principles in various v/ays.
A painter is seen mixing his paints. The printing of colored pages in
magazines is illustrated. A diagram explains how a colored film is
produced. Final scene siimmarlzed how man's understanding of color was
introduced by Nev/ton.
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Producer: Eastman Teaching Films
Time: 9 minutes Sound Black and vw-hite
Collaborator: E. Vn'. Hammons
Content: The habits and activities of some arthropods.
A bee crawls over some wild flowers. An ant drinks from a dev.'-drop
without breaking the aroplet. An aphid, which derives its living from
other insects, is eaten by the larva of a ladybird beetle. The
commentator says that there is no peace in nature. Each animal has
an enemy. A group of agricultural ants carry seeds ihta their ant
village. Much confusion is seen at the entrance to the city.
A male cricket sings to a female cricket. Another male appears
and they fight. The victor then courts the female.
A trap door spider is seen coming out of his habitat scanning
the immediate vicinity. It repares the door to its home shaping it
with Its mouth emd adding silk from its spinnerets. After the
door is completed, the spider goes in and out.
A cricket, v/andering in the imderbrush, comes face to face
vdth a spider, jumps at it and continues on ii’s way. There the cricket
is confronted by a cer.tipede. This insect injects poison into the
body of the cricket which soon loses its strength and dies.
The commentator states that daily struggles such as these go on
unnoticed in the tiny animal world.
Name of film: Lii’®
Producer: U. S. Lepartnent of Agriculture Extension Service.
Motion Pictures - Made in Italy
Time: 15 minutes Silent Black and v/hite
Contents: The various stages in the grovrth of plants is shovm. by means
of photomicrography, time-lapse photography and real photography. Music
is heard turoughout the film.
Seeds fall to the earth and germinate with the aid of water.
Roots increase in size and push through the soil. Close-ups show
that the end of a root is formed of meristematic tissue protectca by
a scaly root cap. Root hairs, vdiich title states provide for absorption
of nutrientsfrom soil, are seen under a microscope.
Time-lapse photography is used to show cotyledons emerging from
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light of the sun. A title states that the intermediary organ
between leaves and roots is the stem.
Vt/hile the little plant grows upv/ard the roots multiply al-ways
in search of food. The stems grov/ upvra.rd exposing the leaves to the
sxm so that work of chlorophyll can continue. Plant leaves are seen
turning and facing the sun.
The final sequence depicts morphology of a flower. A group of
blooming iris is flashed on the screen while the title states that
the bright and delicate coralla attracts insects. Close-ups of the
calyx are followed by the film stating that the calyx is formed of
sepals, vdiich are transformed leaves. In the case of the rose, the
sepals do not shov^ the structure of leaves.
As a rose is seen opening, the title states that the corolla
expands in the sun and light thus showing the organs of reproduction.
Name of film; Housefly
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 10 minutes Sound Black and vdiite
Collaborator; Clyde Fisher, Ph.D.
,
American Museum of Natural History
Content; This film follows the common housefly through its various
stages of development, with snphasis on its role as a disease carrier.
Practical examples of control are illustrated.
A fly feeds on manure and crawls on a milk bottle. A mother fly
lays about 100 eggs in clusters in animal refuse with a long tube called
an ovipositor. Highly magnified scenes of fly eggs hatching follow.
They hatch in 24 hours into slimy larvae called maggots, the second stage
of development. A larva hates sunlight and digs in the ground. After
a week the maggot digs deeper and groves a dark coat. It is now a pupa,
the third stage. A fly anerges from the pupa case by means of its expand 9r
and crawls up through the soil into the air. It is now an adult, the
fourth stage, and its wings expand. Flies feed on candy and crawl in a g ir-
bage can.
A magnified fly’s head shows the tvro large compound eyes and the
mouth part, which is at the end of a long trunk. A fly feeds on solid
matter and forces a liquia up from its stomach to dissolve the food.
A fly’s foot is seen through a microscope and his ability to collect
germ colonies of typhoid fever develop.
P’ly paper, fly sv/atters and screens on windows and doors are men-
tioned as means of control. Eliminating all possible breeding places
is shown to be the best measure of control. This is done by removing
manure, collecting garbage, and biirning it in a modern city incinerator.
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Name of film: 5°o;ts of Plants
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 10 minutes Sound Black and ivhite
Collaborator; Clyde Fisher, Ph.D.
,
American Museum of Natural History
Content; By means of animated drawings, photomicrography, normal
and time-lapse photography, types of roots, sensitiTity of root-
caps, osmosis and the formation of starch and sugar are depicted.
Scenes showing a tree, while the commentary points out the general
functions of leaves, stems and roots introduce this film. The large
top root of the dandelion is seen. The dahlia has a fascicled root
system where food is stored. Viiheat, oats, corn and rye have fibrous
roots. Time-lapse photography shows the roots of the rye plant growing,
The narrator states that all roots have a tendency to grow downward.
By means of dots on the roots, the region of rapid and slov/
growth are seen. A highly magnified viev; of the root cap is accompanied
by the explanation that this cap is not part of the root but a protective
covering for the root tip. A root is seen pushing its vra.y through
the soil while the commentator explains that the cells of the root
cap are vrorn off in this process.
Further viev/s shov/ roots turning av^ay from the sun, turning
dovnward when placed in a horizontal position and pushing their way
around rocks. A copper cartridge is placed in the vra.y of the growing
root. Tne root seems to sense the poison and turns away from copper.
However when the root tip is off, the root loses this quality, touches
the copper and dies.
Views of main roots are seen while the commentator states that
these are valmble to anchor the plant in the soil.
Close-ups of root hairs are seen, but the narrator explains that
these never grow into larger branches. Hovfever the bud of a secondary
root continues to grow as a root. Highly magnified views shovj- that
root hairs are projections of surface cells. The flow of living protopl ilsan
in root hairs is shown through magnification. Root hairs are the chief
organs of absorption. An animated diagram shows that the roots absorb
moisture by osmosis.
An osmosis experiment is conducted in which water passes through
a piece of egg skin membrane. An animated diagrsun shows roots taking
up moistiire and dissolved minerals by osmotic pressure, taking the
moisture to the leaves vjhere it is combined with carbon dioxide to form
starch and later storing the starch for food. A carrot is seen while
the commentator states that the food stored by the plant is used by man.
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Name of film: ^lectrgd^^ics
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica FiLns
Time: 10 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborator; Harvey B. Legion, Ph.D.
,
University of Chicago
Content; Animated and normal photography illustrate Galvani’s discover/
of current electricity; a magnetic field about a live wire; magnetic
field of a coil; electromagnets; Rowland's experiment; magnetic
hypothesis; recalescence; magnetic induction; A.C. and D.C. generators;
current induction and transformers.
The opening scenes, showing frog's legs twitching on a hook
hung from an iron fence, reproduce Galvani's observations of current
electricity.
The principles of electric current are shoi/vn. First lines of
force are indicated by means of iron filings amund a current carrying
wire. Animation shows these imaginary lines of force extending outward
as current starts to move. As the strength of the current is increased
the magnetic field becomes spread out. Y/hen the current is shut off, th|
magnetic field collapses back iiita the wire. Then the vfire is tvirned
into a coil. A compass needle is used to shov/ that this coil acts
like a magnet. When the number of charges flowing through the coil,
or the number of turns in the coil are increased, the magnetic field
is intensified. This is depicted by animation. A soft iron bar is
inserted into the coil, and becomes an electromagnet. Electromagnet
may be as small as those in the telephone bell or as large as the huge
industrial electromagnets. To prove that electric current is moving
electrical charges, a huge glass disc is 'whirled in the presence of a
compass needle which is deflected by the charges of electricity.
Animated drawings show the atoms in a piece of iron. When the
iron is magnetized by lines of force around a coil, the atoms are alignej^.
A piece of iron is seen being attracted by a magnet. 1/Vhen the tempera-
ture is raised, the vdre loses its property of being attracted. This
is further evidence that there is a relationship between magnetism and align-
ment of atoms,
an electric current,
vmre v/hich is connected to a galvanometer. Faraday's discovery is
shovm by an animated drawing.
The final sequence explains the principle of induction. By
moving a current carrying coil in a second coil electric current
is induced. The way a transformer works is explained. Scenes follow
showing huge industrial transformers and the commentary explains
that these devices transform the high voltage currents into currents
which are safer to use.
Contributions of the Galvani, Oersted, and Faraday to the
wi i x x i/xonsnx o u a ,
To shovic that lines of force cutting a coil v/ill produce
•ent, a magnet is thrust and withdrawn through a coil of
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Time; 11 minutes Sound Black and vdiite
Content; This film is the story of electricity down through the ages.
Famous inventors and their discoveries are menti o ned. The final
scenes show the importance of electricity in our present day v;orld.
Yfhile opening scenes show the lights of New York city the commen-
tator states that even though electricity is known in our daily lives,
yet -what is electricity still baffles us. The lodestone, with its
powers of magnetism was first fo\ind in Greece in 600 B.C., and is
important today in the production of iron and steel. Viev/s show how
an ordinary iron bar mth no pov/ers of attraction can be transformed
into a magnet by rubbing the bar in the same direction with a lodestone.
Now the metallic bar can attract metallic objects in the same vra.y as the
lodestone. Attention is brought to the ends of a magnet which seem to
have all the powers of attraction. These experiments led to the dis-
covery of the negative and positive flow of magnetism.
The commentator states that although it has not been conclusively
proven, the sun is the basic source of energy and generates tiny atoms oil
negative and positive electricity’’ which are projected ff.r out in space.
A diagram shows the earth as a giant electrified body rotating
in a magnetic field. Because of 'bhis the compass points north. The
following sequence tells of ’the important discoveries of several scienti^s.
Benjamin Franklin, with his kite experiment, proved that a-tmospheric
electricity or ligh’tnjn'g’ is the same as electricity generated by other
means. Joseph Henry, in 1832, applied the principle of a rotating
coil to the first electric motor. Samuel Morse, in 1842, invented
the crude telegraph, revolutionizing cosrnunicati on. In 1879, Edison
announced his discovery of the incandescent lamp. Steinmetz’ picture
is flashed along with Edison’s as a man who made many revolutionary
discoveries. In 1862, viev/s of the first power station in New York City
are shown. The first practical use of electrical pov^er was made in
the operation of a printing press.
Views show that roaring v;aters are at present used to -turn huge
turbines which in turn rotate generators to make electricity.
Power lines are seen while the commentator states that electrical
power is transported long distances with little or no loss of energy.
Transformers can step up electrical current from 110 volts to 50,000
volts.
In 1898 Marconi sent his first wir eless message across the
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The final sequence shows the importance of electricity in our daily
lives. Electricity in the home has found wide uses. Radio, motion
picture, skyscrapers are all possible because of electricity.
'Dur modern v/orld and its many conveniences would not be possible
without the mighty force of electricity” states the commentator.
Name of film; heddy-Kade Magic
Producer; Walter Lantz Productions
Time; 10 minutes Sound Color
Content; By means of animated cartoons, the story of electricity
from its earliest beginnings down through the ages to the present is
shown in a simple, non-technical manner.
The opening scenes flash bright stars in the sky with the names of
men, such as. Brush, Volta, Bell, Franklin, who are connected v/ith elec-
trical discoveries.
An hour glass turns time back to 600 B.C. The ancient Greek phi-
losopher Phales brushes dust from a piece of amber. Al'ter rubbing it,
he notices a tiny straw clinging to the stone. Next his beard is
attracted to the amber. Realizing this is no coincidence and experiment-
ing further, he is convinced that there is some magic power which makes
this stone attract light objects. At this point, the narrator states
that rubbing causes friction, friction produces heat which creates
energy. Electrical current is personalized by a small red figure called
Reddy . Kilo watt
.
After this first experimenting of Phales, lack of interest caused
Reddy to sleep for two thousand years. In the sixteenth centiu*y,
William Gilbert read the story of amber and revises interest in the
Phales experiment.
The follovring sequence shoves the experiments conducted by various
scientists. In 1660, at kagdeburg, Germany, the first electrical spark
is generated by holding a piece of cloth against a ball of sulphur.
As progress continues certain materials are found to be good conductors
of electricity. In 1745, means of storing electricity in a jar of water
is discovered. Now many scientists in Europe are studying electricity.
In 1752, Fraiklin conducts his kite experiment. Benjamin Franklin is
congratulated by Reddy Kilowatt. Farraday finds that an electric curreni
can be continuous.
The next scenes simplify the working of a generator. After the
discovery of the generator, electrical current was applied to practical
inventions
.
In 1337, Morse invented the telegraph; 1876, Bell invented the
telephone; 1879, Brush invented the arc light which was used universally
i
until 1882 when Edison started a small power station in New York.
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Today, energy from virater power, oil and gas, and coal is converted
into electrical energy.
Ciurent is seen running along wires from high voltage wires,
through transformers to the necessary level to make Reddy Kilowatt
the right size for the job to be done.
The final sequence ends with Reddy Kilowatt singing a ditty about
his usefulness arovind the home. He toasts bread, washes dishes and
clothes, heats coffee, turns on lights, and serves man in many other vaysl
Name of film; Energy and Its Transformations
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 11 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborators; Harvey B. Lemon, ph.D.
,
and Herman I. Schlesinger, Ph.D.
The University of Chicago
Content; Potential
,
JdnBtic and radiant energy as found in mechanical,
electrical, chemical and thermal forms are explained and illustrated.
The second sequence demonstrates Joule's experiment and the relation
of "energy" to "power" and "work".
Views of various objects and activities of the physical world are
shown. The commentator states that myriads of activity transform
energy from one form to ai other. Men are seen raising a load by means
of pulleys. Technically work is done v«rhen an object is moved some dis-
tance by some force against the force of gravity. Energy transformation
occ\irs in the working of a pile driver. Here potential energy can be
changed to kinetic energy. As the hammer is lifted, the commentator
explains that its potential energy is equal to the weight of the hammer
multiplied by the height to which it has been lifted, hhen the hammer
is released, potential energy is transformed into kinetic energy or
energy in motion. Another example of potential energy is water held
back by a dam. Views shov/ water falling over a dam while the commentator
states that the falling water is guided through pipes which causes
the mechanism inside a turbine to turn and drive an electric generator.
Sticks of dynamite contain a large amount of potential chemical energy.
That energy is transformed into heat energy when dynamite is set off by
the electrical cord.
Radiant energy, or energy from the sun, is demonstrated by views of
the sun, a greenhouse and growing vegetation.
An explanation of the transformation of energy with the accompanying
phenomena of friction is introduced by viev;s of moving trains. The
commentator says that the energy of the fuel is here transformed to
mechanical energy. Some of the energy of the fuel used in the train
engine is diverted with usuable heat energy in the wheels and rails
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through friction. This is demonstrated by Joule’s experiment using two
brass cups. The inner cup is stationary, filled with water. The outer
cup is fastened to a revolving shaft. The friction between the cups
generates enough heat to raise the temperature to 28°C. All the work
done is converted to heat.
A diagram of a balance illustrates the principle of conservation
of energy. The original energy exactly equals the wasted energy plus
the useful energy. The commentator states that energy is never created
nor destroyed. To further demonstrate this principle a lever is seen.
Next a man and a horse lift objects of equal v/eight. The mnn must travel
five times as far as horse, thus vrorking five times as long. The
commentator states that the coiraRon unit of work is called horsepower.
A diagram shows a 550 pound bale of cotton raised one foot in one second
as one "horsepower”.
Views of coal strata, oil wells indicate that this potential energy
originally v/as derived from the sun. Views of vtntapped sources of power
show waterfalls, tides, spinning of the earth. The never ending search
of energy to drive machines may utilize this energy in the distant future.
Name of film: Simple
Producer: hastman Classroom Films
Time: 15 minutes Silent Black and white
Content: This film explains the principle of the lever, the wheel, and
the inclined planes. Finally, combinations of all six simple machines
are shov/n.
The sequence on levers opens with a thin and a fat boy playing vrith
a seesav;-. The thin boy vmilks in on the plank until he is over the
fulcrum. The fat boy gets up and sits closer to the fulcrum; the thin
boy moves out until they balance. A woman draws water from an old-
fashioned well sWeep. The meanings of the terns "fulcrum", "effort",
and "resistance" as applied to a lever are shown dn an animated dravmng.
A huge crane imloading iron ore from a lake boat is shown as an
application of a lever. A vrorkman is raising timber with a crowbar
used as a first class lever. Close-ups show that the fulcrum is between
the effort and resistance. Action then uhows use of the crowbar as a lev^ of
the second class and close views and titles show that the resistance is
between effort and fulcrum, A view narrows down to a man’s arm as he liflils
on the bar. Effort is between fulcrum and resistance indicating the arm is
a lever of the third class. The elbow joint is the fulcrvim, biceps as i
effort and the handle of the bar is the resistance. Men are v;eighing
a piece of steel with an old fashioned steelyard. Movanent of the rider
along the scale and its position vdth regard to weight show clearly the
principle of moments. A truck is being weighed on an out-door scale.
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Ihe operator is adjusting riders on scales to get the exact v.reight.
An animated diagram of the scale shows it is made up of a system of
levers so connected that the heavy truck nay be balanced by two small
brass riders. Men are weighing bread on a pair of dial scales of the
Toledo type, equipped with counterpoise and cam. Animated dravrings and
titles, explaining hov^ the scale v/eighs, identify the moving fulcrum
and point out the effort and resistance.
The following sequence explains the vrorking of the wheel and sho^vs
various applications of this simple machine. Views show a girl drawing
water from an old-fashioned windlass well. By animated drawing, the
circumference of the axle is made to disappear, leaving the fulcrum
at the center and the radius of the axle, as resistance am, and the
crank, as effort am. Titles identify these points; then the first-
class lever gradually dissolves into the w'heel-sind-axle. The film title
states that the fixed pulley changes the direction of a force. A
drill press in operation in a factory illustrates this principle.
An animated drawing shows the action of a single movable pulley used in
lifting. It also shows that the movable pulley operates on the
principle of a second-class lever. Then a large derrick lifts a dining
car. Animated drawings and titles show how the two pulley blocks
with light supporting ropes operate.
An automobile ascending a steep, curved grade introduces the
sequence on the inclined plane. Then a man is seen ascending a spiral
stairv/ay. The film title explains that a screw is a spiral inclined
plane. Applications of this principle are seen wheixaman is using an
auger to bore through wood and men are using a Jackscrew to lift a
building. Viev/s of an airplane propeller pulling the plane through
the air and the propeller of an outboard motor driving a boat
forward through the water illustrate the principle that a rotating screw
pushes or pulls. A Coast Guard cruiser rushing through the v;ater
demonstrates that a wedge cuts a path.
The final sequence attempts to show that in our modern mechanical
age, nearly every machine is a combination of tv;o or more simple
machines. By means of animated drawings and titles, the wedge, levers,
pulleys and wheel-and-axle foxmd in a steam shovel are shown. A truck
moving up out of a pit appears, with the label title ’’Inclined Plane."
Name of film: 2C
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 11 minutes So\ind Black and white
Collaborators Hermann I. bchlesinger, Ph.D.
,
and Harvey B. Lemon, Ph.D.
,
The University of Chicago
Content; Animated drawings explair the diffusion of gases, the evapora-
tion of liquids, and the transformation of liquids into solids. Moleculeij
in motion are compared to :Tiachine -gun fire. Finally a microscopic
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viev^ of the Brovmian movement is shovni.
A bulb of bromine is broken in a closed cylinder filled with air.
Fifteen minutes are required for total diffusion of the bromine.
T/hile the diffusion of bromine molecules through the air is shovm,
the commentator says that this process is slov/ed up by the continual
collision of bromine molecules with air molecules. In contrast,
another bromine bulb is broken in a cylinder that has been vacuated.-^
It diffuses almost immediately.
Diagrams are used to demonstrate the statement that molecules
are so small that if the number contained in a cubic centimeter of gas
were expanded to the size of the grains of sand, there would be as many
molecules as grains of sand in a pile one mile long, one mile wide and
one mile high. The force of gas molecules against the v/alls of their
container is compared by means of a pressure guage to the force of
machine-gim bullets striking a metal target. The commentator explains
that increasing the rate of fire increases the pressure on the target
and analagously, that doubling the m.ass in a given volume also
increases the pressure on the walls of the container. It is further
demonstrated that decreasing the force with which the machine gun
bullets strike the target, th. ough frequency remains the same,
results in decreased pressure and analagously that lowering the
tonperature of a given mass of gas in a constant volume also decreases
the pressure exerted in the walls of the container. Atmospheric
pressm’e is demonstrated by an experiment in which one end of a glass
tube is immersed in mercxiry, V<hen the air is pumped out of the tube,
the mercury rises.
A cylinder packed with ice condenses steam. The invisible gaseous
drops of vrater become a visible liquid at the bottom of the vessel.
To explain this fact, the attraction of steel balls te a im^et when they are
rolled close is compared to the attraction steam molecules have for
each other when they are forced closer by increased pressure.
A diagram shows that in evaporation, some of the molecules
overcome intermolecular attraction and escape from the surface. A
view of a cylinder from which all the air has been pumped shows an
attached pressure guage registering zero. A bulb of ether is broken
inside the cylinder. The guages indicate a rise in pressure as the
ether evaporates. A diagram shows the molecules leaving the surface
of a liquid, striking the walls and rebounding into the liquid.
This illustrates the equilibrium pressure of vapor tension of the
liquid. Before evaporation is complete, the liquid is cooled because
the faster moving molecules escape leaving the slower moving ones
behind. IVater is seen being frozen when methyl chloride is allowed
to evaporate from it. The commentator states that in a liquid, the
molecules are far enough apart to permit the substance to flow.
An animated diagram shov;s the molecular arrangement of a solid as the
commentator points out that in such substances the molecules are close
enough together to resist changes in shape.
The final sequence shov/s the actual motion of molecules. A highly
magnified view of the Brownian movement of camphor gum globules and
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an animated diagram shov/s that the globules of gum move as a result
of being struck by molecules.
Name of film; Fund^entals of Acoustics
Producer: Encyclopedia Eritannica Films
Time; 11 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborators: Harvey B. Lemon, Ph.D.
,
and Hermann I. Schlesinger, Ph.D
University of Chicago, Harvey Fletcher, Ph.D., and
Donald HacKenzie, Ph.D., Bell Telephone Laboratories
Content; The principles of velocity, refraction, range of hearing,
lowering intensity, attenuation in air, eliminating high and low
frequencies, reverberation, focusing, and the physiology of hearing
are illustrated in this sound film.
An ocean liner is going out to sea. Steam from the whistle is
seen before the noise of the whistle is heard. The commentator says
that soimd travels at the rate of 1100 feet per second, "which is much
slov/er than the speed of light.
In a square a man is talking to a crowd. This introduces an ex-
planation of the way in which air waves cause sensation of sound. A
diagram of oior hearing apparatus, showing the various parts of the ear,
is accompanied by an explanation of how sound vraves travel to the brain.
The sensitivity of the human ear is diagrammed on a chart shov/ing
the audibility range. Then the sound produced v/hen various frequencies
are illiminated in both voice and music is heard. Out of doors attenua-
tion is explained by contrasting the distinctness of a band vdien near an<
far. Intervening distance and a crowd interfere vdth hearing. Some of
the sovinds are below the threshold of hearing and some are above,
therefore the waves that reach the ear are not clear.
Sound waves are transmitted directly and without alteration. VHien
they encounter an obstruction, echoes are produced. A buglar illustrates
this phenomenon. Sound waves are compared to waves reflected from.' the
bank of a lake when a stone is tossed into the still waters of the lake.
Reverberation is demonstrated by diagrams showing directed vmves
mixing with reflected waves. Further diagrams show hov/ porous wall
materials absorb sound v/aves. The commentator states that the voice
then loses its live quality so characteristic of indoor speech. Hard sui
faces produce extreme reverberation. Reflected waves are seen passing
back and forth many times before being dissipated. Tne voice of the
commentator is used to contrast speech xmder conditions of extreme
reverberation with conditions of extreme absorption. In the final
sequence the commentator states that our increasing knowledge of
sound will improve the acoustics in lecture halls and theaters. By
means of electrical recordings, sounds and important speeches may be
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ilame of film: §2^59 Sources
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 11 minutes Sound Black and -white
Col labora-bor s ; Harvey B. Ler.ion, Ph.D., and Hermann I. Schlesinger, ph.I.
The University of Chicago, Harvey Fletcher, Ph.D.,
and Donald IiacKenzie, Ph.D., Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Content; Animated draird.ngs and normal photography explain several
types of sound sources, including the vocal organs. Frequency,
amplitude, v/ave length, fundamentals, and harmonics, are explained
with acoustic accompaniment.
An orchestra is playing. A close-up shows a violinist pulling
a bow across -violin strings. The bass viol string, -uhiich 'was pho-
tographed v/ith a high speed camera is seen vibrating rapidly. To
fizrther prove sound is the result of vibrations the ends of a -tuning
fork are held together and released. Animated drawings shov/ the
resulting condensation and rarefaction of air surro\mding the tuning forj|c
As longitudinal vms.ves are shovm, the commentator says that the
-wave length is the distance between two adjacent regions of movement
condensati on.
An oscillograph shows hovj- alternate condensation and rarefaction
of a sound wave cause a stylus to move up and do-wn on a graph. A line
moving up and do-wn at various heights on the oscillograph records sounds
vmives of varying loudness.
Sound v^aves have another Important characteristic called frequency;
this is described as the number of complete vibrations per second.
This fact is demonstrated by differently shaped tuning forks which
sound off at different frequencies.
Strings between poles demonstrate the different harmonics. A
first harmonic is seen -when the string vibrates as one segment. The
second harmonic is sho-wn as the string -vibrates in tvro parts. '*Vhen the
string vibrates in three parts, it is called a third harmonic.
Characteristics of the sounds made by the violin and the saxophone
are recorded on the oscilloscope. This same instrument shov/s the
markings made by talking vowel sounds and noise. Animated dots and
circles demonstrate how sound goes out of a microphone.
fhe commentator says that a vibrating diaphragm is a source of
sounu. Vibrating columns of air, as demonstrated by organ pipes,
suggest another source. The head of a man fades into a cross-section
diagram which shows the nasal passage, -the esophagus and the voice box.
Animated drawings demonstrate the origin of speech as air is forced fron.
the lungs through the glottis, causing the cords to vibrate.
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Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time;' 11 minutes Sound Black and vdiite
Collaborator; Carey Croneis, Ph.D.
,
The University of Chicago
Content; This film explains the formation of cold and hot springs;
geysers, artesian wells, algal deposits and travertine; cavern
formations including stalecite and stalagmite deposits; sink pools;
pe+rifaction; vertebrate and invertebrate fossils; geodes and
geode fillings; and iron concentrations.
Views of clouds and rain falling to the earth are shown.
A considerable part of the precipitation seeps slov/ly dovm betw'een the
soil and rock to form ground water. Later water reappears in little
springs and geysers. An animated drawing shows that the ground
water level fluctuates v/ith the rainfall.
A simplified diagram shows rain falling on porous sandstones
of the Black Kills. This water flow's downirvard and eastward under
pressxire between layers of shale. 'iVhen this water is tapped, it is
forced to the surface and this is knovm as an artesian vfell. Several
viev/s of artesian wells are shown.
Views of ground water seeping from fractured and porous rocks
introduce a sequence dealing with hot springs and geysers. The
co!Tu:\entator says that a hot spring is probably the result of water
coming in contact with hot rock deep vtrithin the earth. V/ater-
dissolved minerals are carried to the surface and deposited in terraces.
Views show that these terraces are minerals that remain after the
water has disappeared. Tiny plants, which thrive at high temperatures
cause the brilliant color effects on these formations. This rock known
as travertine is used in ornamental v/all finishes.
A diagram demonstrates operation of a geyser. A large underground
fissxrre tube fills with water. Because of great pressure at the bottom
of the tube, caused by contact of the water with the hot rock, steam
pressure nears the surface and expels vreiter from the top. This lessens
the pressure throughout the tube, allov/^s the super-heated water at the
bottom to turn to steam and an eruption results. Viev/s of Old Faithful
and other Yellowstone National Park geysers are seen.
Viev/s of the Carlsbad caverns introduce a sequence on the
geological effects of groimd >vater. Aiiimated diagrams shov^ hov/ the
dightly acid grovind water, seeping tlirough every fissure and crack,
dissolves the limestone slowly causing a cavern formation, ilhen water
loses its carbon dioxide, it also loses its ability to hold minerals
in solution. Views show that this process results in the formation of
stalagmites and stalactites of all shapes and sizes. .»hen limestone
layers have been eroded extensively, the roof of caves collapse and
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sink holes result. Or if a section of the roof remains, a natural
bridge is in evidence.
A viev/ of the petrified forest of Arizona is accompanied by the
explanation that the vrood fibers of the trees are replaced by silica
carried in solution in ground water. This also happens to animal
remains. A geode shows another aspect of the work of ground vra.ter.
Viev/s of ^operations in the Great Lakes, open pit iron mines are
accompanied by the explanation that these deposits were left vjhen
water carried away the silicate rock.
A review of all the important formations is accompanied by the
exolanation that ’’beneath the surface of the earth, at this very moment,
slov/ percolating v;ater is playing a constant part in the phenomena
of change."
Name of film:
Producer; Eastman Teaching Films
Time: 15 minutes Silent Black and white
Content: This film shov/s how water from a lake is purified for
consumption.
The opening scenes shew how city water is obtained from laJkes.
Vie\.s of a crib fade into an animated diagram showing the underwater
connections and a water pump.
The next scenes indicate how settling tanks are used to remove
sediment from -ivater. An experiment is conducted ’ivith a tall glass
cylinder in vd:ich sediment is seen settling at the bottom. Another
view shows the chemical alixminum sulphate being added to hasten the
settling.
An experiment is conducted to show hov; water is filtered through
sand and gravel. Muddy water is poured at the top of a glass cylinder
filled v/ith sand and gravel, and is collected in a glass at the bottom
of the cylinder. It is clear water in the glass. Actual filter
beds are seen and the film states that the flow of water may be reversed
to clean filter beus.
The following sequence deals with keeping the water free from harm-
ful bacteria. Animated diagrams shov/ that well water on a farm may be
dirty if the house and barn drainage seep into the well. A safe well is
higher than the septic tank and barn drainage.
A viev/ of chlorine being added to water is preceded by the
caption; "Bacteria may be destroyed by chlorine."
A laboratory scene shows water being tested daily.
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Name of film; Water C;/cle
Producer; Eastman Teaching Films
Time; 15 minutes Silent Black and white
Contents; This film elaborates on the various parts of the water
cycle.
The opening scenes shovj- v»'aterfalls
,
rivers, lakes and oceans.
A haze over the water indicates particles of vapor going up into the
air and evaporating. A diagram shoviTs the expanding vapor cooling
and f rming clouds. Steam from a locomotive is compared to the clouds
in the sky. Clouds are seen moving along mountain tops. Viev/s
of various clrud formations follov/; light fleecy cirrus clouds
float high; c sely-packed cirrus clouds form a mackerel sky; cumulus
clouds pile up like great banks of snov/; lov/-lying nimbus clouds
are dark vdth heavy vapor.
Water is seen condensing from the nimbus clouds as rain, sleet, and
snow. Viavs shov/ peo p 1 e ^'/alking under umbrellas, trees covered with sleet,
ana large rields banked with snov/.
Part of this water seeps into the earth. Cavern foinriations and
springs from underground water shov/ this fact. A diagram shows the
vra.ter table and a well dug into the water table.
The final sequence shoves that water is constantly passing
into the air. Water evaporates from leaves; trees soak up Virater
into their leaves; surface water flov^s from level to level; a river
is seen with its waterfalls and rapids - from all these evaporation
takes place. The film caption states that “thus the cycle of vmiter
from earth to air and air to earth goes on continuously.”
Name of film; Qlouds ^d Weather
Producer; American Film Center, U. S. Department of Agricultvire
Time; 6 minutes Sound Black and vdiite
Content; The types of clouds that accompany the various phases of
the tyoical weather cycle are presented in this film.
Scenes show various cloud formations as the commentator says that
clouds are not only beautiful but show the kind of weather that is likel|r
to follow.
An animated diagram shov/s the phases of a true cyclone. Factors
of barometric pressure and the movement of cold and warm air masses
are accompanied by explanations.
The narrator says, "Starting vdiere the pressure is high, let us
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the movements of the air masses, the barometric pressure areas, the
precipitation periods. These scenes are explained by the commentator.
The follov^ing sequence shows the cloud formations that accompany
the various phases of the cyclone.
After the passing of a cold front, cirrus clouds, at an altitude
of tv/enty-five to thirty thousand feet are seen. Next views of cirro-
stratus, sometimes called a mackerel sky, and alto-cumulus clouds are
sho'wn. Alto-stratus clouds are not as high as the above mentioned
douds. They accompany northeast Vifinds and rising temperature.
Nimbus clouds indicate rain. A shift in the wind indicates that the
cycle is entering fair and warm weather. Views show scattered cumulus
clouds, that look like balls of cotton and thunderheads that grow
to a height of thirty-thousand feet. As tip of the cold front passes,
nimbus clouds form at base of the cumulus clouds and brief violent
rain falls. The barometer rises, the wind is then northwest, a
rainbow is seen, clouds are scattering and fair weather is once again
over the area.
The commentator then states that clouds have a story to tell
to those who study and \mderst8.nd them.
Name of film: The weather
Producer; Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 10 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborator: Harry V/exler, Ph.D.
,
University of Chicago
Contents; The circulation of the air on the earth’s surface is
shovm by means of diagrams. The progress of a v/ave cyclone is traced
v/ith detailed consideration of the warm front and the cold front. The




the housewife, the person enjoying outdoor
activities, the air-line pilot - all depend on the v/eather.
The following scenes show the various instruments used in fore-
casting v/eather. A view of the sling psychrometer is shown while
the narrator is describing hov/ it works. The hygrograph, usin^-
strands of hairs whose length varies vri.th atmospheric moisture is
shov/n making a continuous record of relative humidity.
The mercury barometer measures the weight of the atmosphere
by the number of inches of mercury that the atmosphere supports. Then
the value is translated into millibars, an actual measure of pressure.
The barograph records atmospheric pressure continuously.
The next scenes show the wind vsme connected to a recording device
which continuously tells the direction of the wind. The speed of
rotation of the wind is measured by the anemometer cups. Again the
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A weather man is seen releasing pilot balloons to determine
vrind velocities and directions at higher altitudes, 'with the theodolite
j
an observer follovirs the path of the balloon and telephones his obser-
•'/ations to a second man w'.o plots the path. The following scenes shovi
the radiosonde equipment which reports temperature, pressure and rela-
tive hxinidity. A balloon carries it aloft. A receiver which records
these messages on moving paper is seen.
By means of diagrams, the film attempts to explain the amount of
solar radiation that reaches the ea.rth, that is absorbed by the
earth's surface, and finally that is given up into the atmosphere.
Graphs show the vertical temperature distribution and the amoxmt of
cooling at the polar regions.
A non-rotating globe is seen with an explanation of the circulation
of the atmosphere if the earth did not rotate. A series of diagrams
show the earth rotating with the resulting virinds. Another diagram
indicates that the rotation of the earth breaks up the circulation of
the atiaosphere into cells.
A series of diagrams show a typical wave cyclone, and the air
movements in the v/ave cyclone.
The following sequence shoves the weather elements at Chicago as
a wave cyclone approaches from the southwest. Actual photographs
are mixed with diagrams to shov/ the various conditions in a wave
cyclone.
The approach of the warm front which is five hundred miles av/ay is
described with its accompanying conditions until it arrives at Chicago.
Then a cold front approaches with its wind shifts, characteristic '
cloud foraations, rising pressures, and falling temperature. Finally,
fair weather indicates the complete passing of a typical cyclone.
Name of film: Y.'eather 'Wizards
Producer; Teaching Films Custodians, Metro-Goldwyn-LIayer Pictures
Time; 9 minutes Sovind Black and white
Contents; This film tells of the service of the United States Weather
Bureau to California citrus growers.
The opening scenes show the intricate apparatus a weather man has
to forecast v^eather. Then the scene moves to the 'ifieather Bureau in
California and its service particularly to the citrus growers. At the
office of the »*eather Bureau, reports indicate that a large mass of cold
air is moving down from Alaska. The affected area is indicated on a
large weather map. Then a radio v/arning is broadcast to the farmers to
protect their trees against frost.
Mr. Morgan, a typical orange grower, shows the necessary precau-
tions that citrus growers must take to protect their fruit. Thermometers
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are placed in some of the fruit on the trees. Mr. Morgan works
in the orchard setting up smudge pots while Mrs. Morgan takes down
her curtains to protect them from the smoke. At the weather Bureau,
no wind, a clear sky and little moisture indicate a very severe
frost, so more warnings are sent out. That night the thermometer
drops to the freezing point and an alarm is sounded to warn growers.
Mr. Morgan aided by his wife and son light up the smudge pots. At
dawn the countryside is covered with smoke and still the weather man
offers no relief.
The cold vra.ve continues and more heaters must be added per acre,
bhen there are no more heaters, holes are dug in the ground and oil
is poured in them. The supply of oil begins to run low and the farmers
have difficulty securing the needed oil. The Morgan family's supply
of oil is all gone. At the Weather B\ireau, a balloon on viiich a
radio transmitter is attached is sent into the upper atmosphere to
flash back reports concerning conditions. Vdien the balloon reaches a
certain altitude, it bursts and the transmitter descends by means of
a tiny parachute. The men declare that clouds are in sight and that
will bring relief.
The Morgans use eirery available piece of wood and old tires to
put on the fires. The thermometer rises, the signal is given that
fires may be stopped and the crop is saved.
Name of film; Digestion of Foods
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time; 10 minutes Sound Black and white




and H. G. Syrann, ph.D.
,
University of Chicago
Content; This film explains both the mechanical and chemical aspects
of digestion by animation, laboratory experiments, microphotography.
The process of digestion begins with the mastication of food which
consists of grinding food by the teeth and mixing it vdth saliva. The
salivary glands, under the control of secretory nerves in the central
nervous system, manufacture saliva. By time-lapse photography, saliva
(with its enzyme, ptyalin) is shown changing insoluble starch into
soluble sugars. The mucin in saliva helps hold food particles together
and aids in swallowing by acting as a lubricant. But swallowing is also
shown as a mechanical process made possiTale by contractions of the eso-
phagus.
An experiment shows the chemical action of gastric juice on egg
v/hite. The peristaltic movements of the stomach are actually seen.
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on fat are pictured in animation.
Animated drawings visualize the rhythmic contractions of the^
villi in the small intestines. These and intestinal segmentation" are
aids in the process of food absorption. Intestinal peristalsis is the
final mechanical phase of digestion. In conclusion, the film suggests
that failure of digestive processes to function normally may result
in serious malnutrition -while normal digestion is essential to health
and efficiency.
Name of film: Eyes and Their Care
Producer: Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Time: 11 minutes Sound Black and white
Collaborators: Department of Ophthalmology, College of Medicine,
New York University and College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University
Content: This film describes the anatomy and physiology of the eye and
demonstrates proper care. Such topics as eye movements, light receptors
field of vision, night blindness, double vision, learning to judge
distance, near-sightedness, far-sightedness, astigmatism, infections,
removal of foreign bodies are all discussed.
The first sequence deals with learning to use the eyes. A group
in a stadium watch a baseball game while the commentator says v^e
learn to see only as we practice using the eyes. A child reaches for
a ball with his hands wiiile the commentator says that vision alone
at this age does not give an idea of how far the object is aiway. Infant
learn to judge distance by interpreting the stresses and strains of
their eye muscles. A blurred picture on the screen shows that vision
is suppressed when eyes are in motion.
'»Ye learn to ignore motionless objects at the edge of the visual
field. All -this helps to concentrate the attention upon -the object
on which the eyes are focussed. A blind person crossing the street
with a Seeing-Eye Dog makes us realize the importance of good vision.
The sequence on light and vision compares the eyeballs to marvelous
little cameras. Animated diagrams sho^v that light entering the
eye passes through the cornea, the aqueous huanor, the lens and the
vitreous humor to the retina. The light perceptors in the retina
connect with the nerve fibres. These fibres merge into a cable,
called the optic nerve which leaves the eye at the back. Through
this same opening the blood vessels enter to supply nourishment and
carry away w'as^e materials from the retina. An animated diagram shows
how light energy is transformed into another forra of energy which is
transmitted -to the brain. The actual dilation of the pupil is seen
J
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\sdiile the commentator explains its function. vVhen the light is dim,
the pupil opens up to let in more light, thus our eyes become adopted
to the dim light. The commentator states that "vitamin A is necessary
for good vision in dim light."
A diagram shows that the eyes each have a blind spot, but that the
spots do not correspond in the two eyes, hence we are unavra.re of them.
The last sequence of the film deals with the hygiene of the eyes.
In babies the eyes turn in different directions until they learn to
regard an object with both eyes working together. Failure of eye muscles
to work together results in double vision. This is shown by means
of blurred photogr^hy, A standing stick is seen in one position by
one eye and in another position by the other eye, but the brain fuses
them into a single image, thus illustrating stereoscopic vision.
Animated diagrams sho'w how near-sightedness, far-sightedness and
astigmatism may be corrected by proper lenses.
liVarnings are given against bacterial infection v^hich may result
from using public swimming pools, rubbing the eyes with the fingers
and using soiled towels. Infection may enter the lid and cause a sty.
Views of a doctor's office are seen where a man is shown having a
foreign particle removed v\hile the commentator says that only a competet^
person should touch a particle lodged in the eyeball.
The final scenes shov^ that the eyes must be protected from
sunlight especially radiation from the red end of the spectrum, from
all t;/pes of physical injurj’- and from poor illumination.
Name of film: Life begins Ag^n
Producer: Western Electric
Time: 15 minutes Sound Black and viiite
Content: Out of the work of Alexander Graham Bell as teacher of the
deaf came the telephone. This film tells the stories of tvj-o direct
descendents of the telephone; the audiometer v/hich determines acuity
or loss of hearing and the audiophone which brings back a living
world to those whose hearing is impaired.
Four men are seen playing earns on a train. One of the men comes
home disturbed because his partner is deaf, and not realizing that his
daughter is deaf, too. A poor report card ana an accident make him
realize this fact.
Doris, the daughter, and her mother are seen in consultation
with Doris’s teacher who explains that the nurse will be in to give
an audiometer test to the class.
The audiometer is broueht in to the classroom by the nurse. Each
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The voice on the record player recites nijmbers starting in a normal
tone ajtid becoming softer and softer until it is no longer heard. The
children are to vo’ite the numbers they hear on printed sheets.
The results of this test shov/ that Doris's right ear has a
50^ hearing loss. Then the nurse gives her an individual audiometer
4B test which uses sounds instead of numbers. Again the results show
a 30^0 hearing loss in her right ear. The nin-se recommends that Doris
be taken to a doctor.
At the doctor's office, the doctor explains that there are two
t^’pes of hearing aids - air conduction and bone conduction. By means
of animated diagrams the structure of the ear and its workings
are shown. If the nerve fibers are damaged by disease, a hearing
aid of the air conduction type is recommended. Now that Doris has a
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